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Abstract 
Variable Speed Limit (VSL) harmonisation strategy aims at the increase throughput of the 
motorway through achieving a more stable traffic flow. The realisation of stable traffic flow 
is governed based on two properties of motorway speed and headway. There must be low 
speed variation of each lane and between lanes as well as uniform headway distribution in 
the motorway, to prevent lane changing behaviour which leads traffic disturbances. 
Therefore it is shown that speed harmonisation effects and uniform headway distribution are 
crucial in the success of variable speed limit to achieve the purpose of enhancing the 
motorway capacity. 
This research utilised VSL data of A7 Motorway, France. The methods used in this research 
includes in the categorisation of flow values. Individual vehicles speed data are categorised 
in 200 vehicles/hour (veh/h) flow group increments. Analysis in the forms of boxplots, 
distributions and quartiles value calculations were used in this research. The results found in 
the VSL data are then compared to the Posted Speed Limit (PSL) data of Pacific Motorway 
Australia. In the analysis, the default speed limit (posted speed limit) in the A7 motorway, 
France, is referred as NoVSL.  
The data acquired in the Pacific Motorway has its limitations when compared to the A7 
Motorway data. In the Pacific Motorway data, the obtained data is located close to on/off 
ramps as well as the Brisbane CBD, whereas the A7 Motorway data is obtained from 
locations of independent traffic conditions with more than 5km from merging and diverging 
flows. Also the sample size of the Pacific Motorway data are considerably less (9 days data) 
compared to the A7 Motorway (50 days data).  Such constraint may result in biased views of 
VSL and PSL comparative analysis.  
In most of the cases for both VSL data and PSL data, it can be concluded that similar results 
trend was found regardless of the flow group categorisation.  Flow group categorisation was 
used to differentiate the impact of VSL on various traffic states on the motorway. There are 
three traffic states discussed in the analysis; low flow, moderate to high flow and high flow 
periods. Speed and headway results show similar outcomes for all three periods.   
The analyses have shown that the application of VSL reduced the speed variation within lane 
in comparison to NoVSL. These results were evident for the entire shoulder, middle and fast 
lanes. Such outcome was not found in the PSL location, where there are greater variations of 
speed as higher speed limits are compared to the lower speed limits.  
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VSL, however, have evidently increased the speed differentials between lanes of the 
motorway compared to NoVSL scenario. According to the PSL data results, the lower speed 
limits induced a more harmonised speed across lanes in contrast to the higher speed limit 
locations. Such findings contradict to the suggested effects shown in the literature review, 
where speed differentials between lanes are reduced in the application of VSL.   
The application of VSL doesn’t show any reduction or shrinkage in the headway distribution 
of the motorway compared to NoVSL scenario. VSL have shown similar mean/median 
headway values (which essentially the entire quartiles values) in comparison to NoVSL 
scenario. Furthermore, VSL increases the frequency of vehicles travelling at the 
mean/median headway values in the motorway compared to the case of NoVSL. These 
findings differs greatly to those found in the literature review where there are evidences that 
VSL could lead to more uniform headway distribution as well as reducing the frequency of 
small time headway on the motorway. This might show that VSL results indicated in more 
disturbances in the motorway.  The increase of small time average headways would mean 
that any disturbances at the bottleneck section cannot be damped as they propagate upstream, 
as some drivers in the platoon cannot react to the disturbances in time.  
In the PSL data, the headway distribution results have shown that, the lower speed limit does 
not produce a more uniform headway distribution compared to the higher speed limit. Also, 
there is no effect on the mean/median headway or quartile values when the speed limit is 
reduced. Furthermore, lowering the speed limit does not increase the frequency of vehicles 
travelling at the mean/median (small-time) headway values in the motorway.  
Further investigation of VSL impact on speed harmonisation were done through the analysis 
of speed distribution for a given headway value. In this research, the speed distributions of 
vehicle travelling at the median/mean headway (1s) on the A7 motorway were plotted. The 
result shows that there is some evidence of VSL reducing speed distribution at the 
median/mean headway in the motorway for each lane. This means that at the median 
headway of the motorway (1s), there is less speed variation within lane due to the application 
of VSL. The shrinkage of speed distribution is noticeably seen at the lower (1000-1200 
veh/h) and moderate to high (1600-1800 veh/h) flow group values whereas in the high flow 
group (>2000 veh/h), the shrinkage of speed distribution is less obvious. In the PSL data 
analysis of speed distribution for the median headway value, there is no clear evidence that 
speed distribution is narrower for the lower speed limit compared to the higher speed limit.  
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The findings shown in the study implicate that VSL reduces the speed variation within lane, 
whilst, increasing the speed differentials between lanes. The application of VSL does not 
indicate a more uniform headway distribution and slightly increase the frequency of small-
time headway in the motorway. VSL reduces each lane’s speed distribution for vehicles 
travelling at the median/mean headway value.  
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1Chapter 1:  Introduction 
This research investigates the effects of variable speed limit (VSL) on speed variation within 
lane, speed differentials between lanes as well as headway distributions on the motorway. 
This chapter outlines the background (Section 1.1) and overarching objectives of the study 
and the significance of this research (Section 1.3). Finally, it includes an outline of the 
remaining chapters of the thesis (Section 1.4). 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
Variable Speed Limit (VSL) is an Intelligent Transportation System tool which establishes 
the appropriate speed limit for travelling drivers based on the prevailing roadway and traffic 
conditions. (U.S National Highway Institute, 2004) VSL adjusted speed limits to reflect 
changes in traffic flow conditions; to carter for adverse weather conditions; managing the 
occurrence of incident as cautionary action regarding periodic activity (Austroads, 2009); 
wet road surface, darkness (Zackor, 1979), and work zones (Lin, P. et al, 2004).  
The two main objective of VSL application is to enhance safety and capacity (Austroads 
2009). VSL improves safety through the gradual speed reduction adjusted to better serve 
unsafe driving conditions and preventing rear end crashes during incident and congested 
scenarios. (QDTMR, 2008). VSL forced the traffic to slow down in a controlled manner, in 
order to reduce the speed differentials between vehicles which leads to smoother flow and 
greater efficiency in road space utilisation. Therefore, VSL has the possibility of enhancing 
the capacity of the freeway network which leads to the reduction in congestion, traffic 
shockwaves as well as increasing the traffic flow throughput (Keller, H, 1994). 
Furthermore, small time average headways and wide distribution of headways are 
determined to be significant causes of traffic disturbances. VSL has the potential to reduce 
the spread of headway distribution which indicates more uniform headways on the 
motorway, leading to more stable and harmonised traffic flow.  
The enhancement of motorway capacity is contingent to the reduction of speed variations on 
the motorway. This means that the drivers respond (level of acceptance) and the interaction 
with other drivers to the displayed speed limits is detrimental in the success of VSL 
application (Chien 1997). Consequently, it is crucial to gain knowledge on how vehicle 
speeds and vehicles headways are affected by VSL before analysing the impact of VSL 
towards capacity of the motorway.  
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1.2 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 
Based in the literature reviews, it is claimed that variable speed limit systems has the 
potential to reduce speed differentials between and within lanes as well as create more 
uniform headways on the motorway, through the use of speed limits above the critical speed 
which corresponds to the maximum flows. 
This research focuses on two main objectives: 
1. VSL impacts on speed variation  
2. VSL impacts on headway distribution  
The scope of this research is focused on the VSL control strategy that aims to homogenise 
the traffic flow and speed. 
1.3 SIGNIFICANCE 
The significance of this research is to develop a framework of knowledge which clearly 
underlines the impact of variable speed limit on motorway speed variance and the spread of 
headways. Initiative techniques on the methods used in the analysis would contribute to 
future researches in analysing the speed variation and headway distribution of a motorway.  
1.4 THESIS OUTLINE 
Chapter two of the thesis discusses the literature review which relates the traffic breakdown, 
general knowledge of VSL and its control strategies, VSL impact on driver behaviours 
(including speed variance and headway distribution) as well as the VSL effect on motorway 
traffic flows.  
Chapter three discusses the methodology and procedures used in the research.  The data used 
in the research will also be explained as well as the techniques and processes utilised to 
manage as well as validate the data.  
The analytical results, findings and discussions of this research are discussed in chapter 4. In 
this chapter the VSL impact on speed variations and headway distribution is analysed. 
Furthermore, comparative analysis between variable speed limit (VSL) and posted speed 
limit (PSL) date sites are investigated in order to distinctly recognise the legitimacy of the 
VSL results.  
The final chapter (chapter five) discusses the outcomes and implications of the research.  
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2Chapter 2:  Literature review 
2.1 INTRODUCTION  
This literature review provides an overview of the following concepts: traffic breakdown and 
traffic congestion; VSL and its control strategies; VSL impact on driver behaviour and the impact 
of VSL on motorway traffic flow.  
2.2  TRAFFIC BREAKDOWN AND TRAFFIC CONGESTION  
There is not a universally acceptable definition for congestion. Congestion, typically, is 
associated with a substantial speed reduction (in comparison to the free flow), increase in trip 
time, reduction of the flow, stop-and-go conditions and increase in density (Shi and 
Ziliaskopoulos, 2002).  
Congestion can be analysed through the fundamental relationship between traffic flow, 
density and speed. Figure 2.1 shows the relationship between the traffic flow and density on 
homogenous motorway.  
 
Figure 2.1 Fundamental diagram of traffic behaviour on a homogenous motorway, (Hegyi, A., 
2003) 
Figure 2.1 shows several key terms in analysing motorway breakdown. Capacity flow refers 
to the maximum traffic flow of the motorway, while the critical density represent to the 
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corresponding density of the capacity flow. Two regions are shown under the created curve. 
The first region refers to the free-flow condition which is the area with the density lower 
than the critical density, while the area with the density higher than the critical density refers 
to the congested condition. Incessant increase in traffic density which causes it to rise higher 
than the critical density leads to a condition of unstable traffic flow and may reach to the jam 
density at which traffic comes to a complete stop. Such scenario is a common phenomenon 
in motorway breakdown that regularly occurs during traffic peak hours. Unstable traffic 
condition causes vehicles to slow down thus experiencing frequent stop-and-go situations.  
According to Juan, Zhang, et al. (2004) congestion can be classified into two parts, which are 
demand driven as well as supply driven congestions. Demand driven congestion occurs due 
to the increase of traffic volume which aggravates greater due to the combination of small 
time spacing as well as large and frequent speed variance. When the arrival rates increases 
above the maximum flow of the motorway, queues will occur at the section of smallest 
capacity (or generally referred as the bottleneck section). As the queues propagate from the 
bottleneck sections, the state of synchronized traffic flow will occur (Kerner 1998). In that 
state, all vehicles travel at close to the average speed and vehicles are becoming dependent to 
one another. This means that vehicles are travelling at almost pure car following conditions, 
since very little overtaking occurs.  
The European experiences of M25 (UK), Dutch and French motorways have stated that 
factors contributing to traffic instability are identified as: 
 Small time headways 
 Large speed variance 
 Frequent disturbances (characterised with traffic with different time headways) 
Shi and Ziliaskopoulos (2002), stated stop-and-go behaviour correlated directly to unstable 
traffic conditions, hence severe congestion.  Small time average headway in the motorway 
shows that disturbances at the head of the platoon cannot be damped as they propagate 
upstream, as some drivers in the platoon cannot react to the disturbances in time. Moreover, 
the traffic with different time headways would have more frequent disturbances compared to 
the constant time headways. In the former case, there are more opportunities in lane 
changing behaviour, which leads to more disturbances.  
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Supply driven congestion arises with the compromised roads geometric conditions as well as 
traffic accidents. Such congestion type often occurs in accident zone, work zone, toll station 
as well as decreasing capacity area due to the reductions in road geometries (lane closure or 
merging area).  
Furthermore, Papageorgiou (1983) has classified congestion into two types which are the 
recurrent and non-recurrent. Recurrent congestions occurs during peak hours (morning and 
evening) while non-recurrent occurs in the instance of incident as such. Both congestion 
types propagate from downstream to upstream and results from the study indicate that non-
recurrent congestion propagates more rapidly than recurrent congestion (Graves, T. L. et al., 
1998). 
Variable speed limits are designed to avoid or delay the onset of demand driven congestion 
and/or to reduce supply driven congestion, given that there is some remaining capacity on 
the roadway as well as improving safety simultaneously (Shi and Ziliaskopoulos, 2002). This 
research focuses on VSL control strategy in resolving demand driven congestion, thus 
potentially delaying or avoiding the recurrent congestions during peak hours on motorway. 
2.3 VARIABLE SPEED LIMIT 
Variable Speed Limit (VSL) systems are a type of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) 
that utilises traffic speed and/or volume detection, weather information, and road surface 
condition technology to determine appropriate speeds at which drivers should be traveling,  
given current roadway and traffic conditions (Austroads, 2009). VSL systems can be 
implemented as advisory or mandatory (enforced). Studies have shown that mandatory VSL 
resulted in a more stable traffic flow because drivers respond to and accept the system better 
(Messmer, A. and M. Papageorgiou, M., 1994), (Kotsialos, A. and M. 30 Papageorgiou, 
2004), and (Smulders, 1990). 
Real time data collection is crucial in VSL functional system.  The most common method for 
the collection of real-time traffic information is through the use of inductive loop detectors. 
Loop detectors are impeded in the pavement and can provide traffic counts, occupancy, and 
speed information. Other methods for collection of dynamic traffic information employed in 
existing variable speed limit systems include overhead radar, as well as Closed Circuit 
Television (CCTV) (Sisiopiku 2001). In evaluating weather conditions, the remote weather 
information system (RWIS) is commonly used. It is common that the combination of more 
than one data collection systems is used to improve the accuracy of traffic condition 
estimation.   
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The governing speed limits, based on these information, are displayed overhead, roadside or 
on portable variable massage signs (VMS) which may contains additional information 
recognised to be beneficial to the driver such as distance towards breakdown, reasons for the 
speed reduction, etc. (U.S National Highway Institute, 2004). Speed reinforcement cameras 
might also be included, along with the signs, with full or random activation in order to 
promote higher levels of vehicle compliance (Bertini, Boice, et al. 2006).  
In general there are two main strategies for generating VSL control aiming at flow 
improvement (Hegyi, 2010). These are traffic breakdown prevention strategy and flow 
homogenisation strategy. The following section will discuss both of these strategies.  
2.3.1 Traffic Breakdown Prevention Strategy  
The traffic breakdown prevention approach focuses more on preventing too high densities 
and also allows speed limits that are lower than the critical speed in order to limit the inflow 
to the bottleneck area (Hegyi, 2003). By applying the speed limits upstream of the bottleneck 
sections as well as displaying speed limit that is lower than the critical speed, shock waves 
are suppressed because the inflow to the jammed area is limited. The inflow limitation to the 
jammed area refers to the speed limits effects of slowing down the arrival of inflow to the 
jammed area. This in its turn leads to the condition where the inflow to the jammed area is 
smaller to than its outflow. This will gradually balances the previous high density thus 
dissipating the congestion. By resolving these high-density areas, higher flow can be 
achieved.   
Kerner and Rheborn (1996) have observed the three main traffic states: stable, metastable 
and unstable; which Hegyi (2003) adopted to explain the general idea of dissolving 
shockwaves through the application of VSL. Stable means that the traffic demand is such 
that any disturbance will vanish without intervention. Metastable state corresponds to which 
traffic demands in both free-flow and a shockwave can remain existent for a long time. 
Unstable means that any disturbance will trigger a shockwave. Hegyi (2003) further states to 
dissolve shockwaves, the traffic flow must be in the metastable state because in the stable 
state disturbances will appear without control and in the unstable state any speed-limit 
change will initiate a new shockwave, therefore in the metastable state, speed limits have the 
possibility to spread out the shockwave into a disturbance that is small enough to vanish 
automatically.  
Flow limitation based strategies attempt to reduce the lengths of traffic jams by limiting inflow. 
Traffic upstream is slowed down and this, in turn, limits the inflow into the traffic jam and 
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thereby accelerate the queue dissipation of the congested area (Popov, A., 2008 and Hegyi, A. 
2003). 
2.3.2 Flow Homogenisation Strategy 
During the congestion periods, there is not always uniform use of the capacity and the flow 
is very unstable. In the high demand situation, drivers would tend to utilise the fast lane, 
which leads to lower occupant of the slower lanes. This leads to vehicles platoon forming in 
the fast lane which travels at high speeds at very low headways (Austroads 2009). In this 
condition, lane changing to the slow lanes becomes more difficult yet any disturbances 
(including changing lanes) to the traffic flow would be intensified due to the overreaction of 
drivers. This resulted in traffic shockwaves which leads to congestion and accidents. These 
shockwaves are shown in the characteristics of high speed differences between consecutive 
vehicles in one lane, high speed differentials between lanes as well as the flow differences 
between lanes. This is referred as ‘inhomogeneities’ in the traffic stream as stated by 
Smulders (1990).  
VSL flow harmonisation strategy focuses on the potential of reducing the vehicles speed 
differentials within and between lanes. Through reduced speed variances, traffic turbulence 
due to vehicle behaviour in the form of merging activity and lane changing is reduced, thus 
achieving a more stable traffic flow.  In addition, there is the prospect of increasing the 
throughput of the motorway by reducing the traffic speeds using VSL prior to the onset of 
congestion. This potential is shown in figure 2.3.  
The concept underlined that flow homogenisation strategies is not to reduce the mean speed 
(Cremer, 1978), but through reducing the speed differentials between vehicles and lanes, 
thus potentially minimise the risk of accidents and congestion upstream of bottleneck 
sections (Smulders, 1990). Many link control applications has emphasised on the 
homogenisation or stabilisation effects such as Pirkko, R., (2001); Smulders, S., (1990, 
1996); Zackor, H., (1979).  
The main characteristics of the homogenization measures are as follows (Smulders, S., 
1992): 
 Control by reduced speed limits 
 Traffic responsive 
 Automatic application in case of high demand 
 Preventative 
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Homogenisation effects refer to the application of speed limit to reduce the speed 
differentials between vehicles leading to smoother flow and greater efficiency in road space 
utilisation which should result in higher and safer flow. The flow homogenisation strategy 
typically uses speed limits that are above the critical speed, which is the speed that 
corresponds to the maximum flow. In contrast to traffic breakdown prevention strategy, this 
approach does not limit the traffic flow, but slightly reducing the average speed and slightly 
increase the density, which typically leads to dense but still flowing traffic stream (Breton, 
Hegyi et al. 2003).  
 
Figure 2.2 Speed - Flow Curve Relationship (Austroads, 2009) 
Figure 2.2 shows the theoretical speed-flow curve showing that it is achievable to produce 
higher flow with lower speeds as seen from the movement of point A towards to point B in 
the curve. This shows that decreasing the speed limit does not always indicate in the 
reduction of road capacity.  
Smulders (1990) stated that there are indications that VSL is at most effective at volumes 
15%-20% below the capacity. This approach, in theory, may increase the time to breakdown 
but it cannot suppress or resolve shockwaves (Smulders, 1990).  
Furthermore, Jiang et al. (2011), states that homogenisation strategy might be less effective 
at motorway sections with high ramp-density. For such sections, high level of merging and 
lane changing are required, however, the short headway induced by the dense and stable 
flow of harmonisation strategy creates difficulty in performing such manoeuvres. 
Consequently, traffic safety and efficiency might be compromised in these situations.  
This research would focus on the effect of speed variances and headway distribution for the 
flow homogenisation strategy of VSL control. Therefore, it is crucial to understand the 
general practices of such VSL control. In the section below (Chapter 2.4) an example of flow 
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homogenisation VSL control is discussed. The operation of High Flow algorithm (originally 
developed by the Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads) is examined in the 
following section.  
2.4 HIGH FLOW ALGORITHM  
2.4.1 Background Theory  
High flow (HF) algorithm was written to accommodate for high density and stable flow. The 
original aim of HF algorithm was to delay the onset of flow breakdown and increase 
throughput. When demand on a motorway section approaches capacity, the probability of 
flow breakdown increases. In these conditions, flow breakdown is often triggered by traffic 
turbulence (for example: one vehicle braking to allow an aggressive driver to merge onto the 
motorway). Turbulence can be caused by: Speed differentials between vehicles; and Lane 
changing and merging (QDTMR, 2008).  
By lowering the speed limit, speed differentials between vehicles as well as between lanes 
are expected to reduce. Consequently, vehicles are more likely to be travelling at the same 
speed; therefore the advantage of travelling in the fast lane is diminished. Moreover, lane 
utilization should be more even and vehicles are less likely to change lanes for the purpose 
of overtaking (Highway Agency, 2004). 
The fundamental diagram of the speed flow curve, which is shown in figure 2.3, indicates 
that slightly lower speeds should result in a higher flow at the nearing of breakdown point. 
Since lower results in higher density, it is possible to achieve higher throughput through 
slowing the drivers in advance. Overall, it can be concluded that the objective of High Flow 
algorithm is utilizing VSL techniques to slow drivers in order to achieve speed 
harmonization as well as higher throughput and efficiency.  
 
Figure 2.3 Ideal volume / speed curve showing where flow breakdown occurs (QDTMR, 2008) 
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2.4.2  Methodology 
There are two main steps incorporating the High Flow Algorithm, which is obtaining the 
current traffic condition as well as determining the new speed limit. The following section 
would concisely describe the two steps (Jiang et al, 2011):  
1. Obtaining Current Traffic Condition  
In order to obtain the current traffic state, an appropriate detector measurement must be 
determined. There four common measurements available which is volume, occupancy, 
headway and speed. Papageorgiou et al (1991) stated that occupancy is the most stable (in 
regards to stochastic effects) measurement. Therefore, occupancy was selected to be the 
major indicator. There are two sets of occupancy thresholds in order to determine the speed 
limits which are the increasing and decreasing thresholds as shown in figure 2.4.  
 
Figure 2.4 Two Thresholds for High Flow Algorithm (QDTMR, 2008) 
 
2. Determine New Speed Limits 
The determination of the new speed limit is derived from the speed-flow relationship 
curve as shown in figure 2.5. Speed limits chosen includes of gradually lowering the 
speed limit in order to guarantee that traffic flow remains stable at the current flow rate.  
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2.5 VARIABLE SPEED LIMIT IMPACTS ON DRIVERS BEHAVIOUR  
Previous studies in drivers behaviours towards the conventional posted speed limit, 
recognises the speeding or incompliance towards the displayed speed. Giles (2004), Outcalt 
(2009), Agent et al. (1998) have stated that drivers only comply with the speed limit if the 
road and surrounding environmental condition is appropriately matched with the displayed 
speed limit. If the displayed speed limit is significantly different with the speed that drivers 
assessed that they could travel at, the level of speed compliance would reduce significantly. 
VSL displayed the speed limit that represents real-time traffic condition. Hence, VSL offers 
the opportunity for drivers to adapt speed accordingly to the driving circumstances thus 
potentially improve the safety and acceptance of speed limits.  
The UK Highways Agency (2004) conducted a before-and-after study on the “M25 
Controlled Motorway” in the UK. The system consists of speed camera enforcements 
techniques which are mounted to the overhead gantries. The study shows that VSL increase 
the speed compliance by approximately 5%. There has also been a reduction in speed 
differential between lanes for most periods with a more uniform distribution of headways 
(fewer headways of less than 0.8 seconds and more than 1.5 seconds) over a range of speed 
bands. 
Lee and Abdel-Aty (2008) examine the behaviour of 86 participants as they drove an 8-km 
freeway section using a driving simulator. The instantaneous speed data was recorded in this 
study. The study finds that drivers increase their compliance with the speed limit under 
congested congestion or during the gradually reduction of speed limits. The compliance level 
of driver in one site of VSL is collated to their compliance at another site. Also, drivers tend 
to increase their speed immediately after the departure from congestion. Particular time lags 
Figure 2.5 Speed-flow relationships for basic freeway segments (TRB, 2000) 
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were observed when drivers decelerated in response to the VSL. The presence and type of 
massage displayed on the VMS had a significant impact on the level of speed compliance 
with the downstream speed. A crucial finding of this research that speed limit must be 
changed gradually across time and inside acceptable distance, thus smoothing the drivers’ 
transition of speed, which leads to better compliance of speed limit.  
McMurtry et al. (2009) examined the speed compliance response to VSL in an I-80 Utah 
work zone. The VSL system was only varied on two occasions which is 55 mph at 7am to 
6pm and 65 mph at night. The study resulted in reduction of mean speed and speed 
variations. However, speed distribution of uncongested and congested condition was blended 
in the analysis. Therefore, the speed distribution does not directly reflect the drivers’ respond 
to VSL.  
Van den Hoogen and Smulders (1994) conducted a before-and-after VSL study of a 20km 
section of A2 motorway between Amsterdam and Utrecht. The study shows that on average, 
speeds declined after implementing VSL, speed variation was reported to decrease and speed 
signs were complied. However, the analysis did not consider free-flowing vehicles only, thus 
compliance to VSL cannot be concluded. The analysis considering only free-flowing 
vehicles are crucial in compliance analysis, as these are the drivers’ that have the privileged 
of selecting their own speeds without any interference with surrounding traffic.  
A simulation study was conducted by Park and Yadlapati (2004) in Virginia work zones 
using VISSIM. Three different levels of speed compliance in which 70, 80 or 100% of 
vehicles complied with the displayed speed were studied. There was no evidence in that 
these three compliance levels would likely be achieved in practice.  
Hellinga et al. (2011) conducted a PARAMICS microscopic traffic simulator to evaluate the 
sensitivity of safety and operation impacts of VSL to driver compliance. The results indicate 
that as level of compliance increase, safety has increased accordingly, while travel time was 
found to be negatively correlated. Further findings states that the optimal VSL strategy and 
parameter values are influenced by the level of speed compliance, thus VSL operating 
strategy is dependent to the decision of speed limit enforcement.  
In 1992, the Dutch implemented VSL installation at the Motorway Control and Signalling 
System (MCSS) between Hague and Rotterdam. The system integrated one minute averages 
of speed and volume from the dual loop detectors into the control algorithm. Smulders 
(1994) reported a decrease in speed variations with smaller differences between lanes the 
Dutch 1992 trial. This included a small decrease in average, under the VSL control situation, 
in the percentage of headways less than one second.  
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In Finland, weathered controlled VSL was introduced in the 1990d. The test site was on the 
E18 road of southeast Finland. Six road weather stations were used in the 25 km study site. 
Rama (2001) reported the reduction of speed limits also decreased the standard deviation of 
speed by 3.4 km/h while the speed distribution tended to spread during adverse road during 
winter condition. There is also a decrease of 5.3 km/h in mean speed for the dry weather but 
adverse road conditions. In the summer, the decrease of average speed is recorded as 5.1 
km/h.   
Nygardhs & Helmers (2007) reported that VSL decreases speed distribution byabout 20% 
for the Road Weather Information System (RWIS) in Sweden. Furthermore, there is an 
approximately 10% decrease in average speed and increased headways between vehicles.   
In Germany, the combination of VSL ramp meters, hard shoulder, lane access controls and 
traveller information systems were used for over 800 km/h of Germany Freeways (FHWA 
2006). Schick (2003) described the ‘harmonisation’ effect of corridor control system (CSS) 
on German freeways - traffic was distributed more uniformly across all lanes than in the case 
of freeway sections without CCS. 
Brilon et al. (2005) reported the standard deviation of the mean freeway capacity was 
significantly reduced (-20%), indicating a more stable operating regime on the A9 Freeway 
near Munich.  
TheHighways agency (2004) reported a reduction in speed differential in different lanes for 
mostperiods, together with a more uniform distribution of headways (fewer headways less 
than 0.8 seconds and of more than 1.5 seconds) over a range of speed bands for the M25 
project during the first year of operation. Meekums and White (2006) reported the VSL 
speed restrictions reduced the speed differential between lanes and speeds during the build-
up to the peak on M42. 
However, Ulfarsson et al. (2001) and Steel et al. (2005) submitted that VSL may produce an 
increase in the speed variance. The US TravelAid project (Ulfarsson et al. 2001) reported 
that when drivers received messages that suggested adverse conditions ahead and a reduced 
speed limit; they obeyed the new speed limit and drove more slowly. However, these drivers 
also had a tendency toward higher speed deviation than drivers who do not receive this 
information and reduced speed limits. The study also showed that the effect on driver 
behaviour did not last long after the driver encountered and then passed the signs. Drivers 
soon returned to their desired speed. Therefore the signs may contribute to an increase in risk 
within this acceleration zone downstream from the signs.  
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Wang and Ioannou (2011) identified that drivers react differently to posted speed limit and 
VSL. When VSL is present drivers constantly switches between car following mode and 
speed limit tracking mode subject to safety constraints. When VSL speed command is 
activated, drivers (the actuation of the system) would follow the commands and ignore the 
downstream traffic condition if it is considered safe. For instance, if a leading vehicle is 
travelling at 80km, and such vehicle does decelerate when the displayed speed limit is 
60kmh, the following vehicle will ignore the leading vehicle and decelerate towards 60km/h 
(speed limit tracking mode). Interestingly, if in the same circumstances, the leading vehicle 
is decelerating towards 60km/h, the following vehicle would ignore the speed limit and start 
to decelerate toward their relative safe headway (car following mode). Only after their new 
safe headway is achieved, then the following vehicle would start to consider complying with 
the displayed speed limit.  
Drivers switch to the speed limit–tracking mode from the car following mode when the VSL 
command is lower than the default speed limit, their own speed is above the VSL command, 
and the deceleration required by tracking the VSL command is less than that required by 
following the vehicle in front. The switching from car-following mode to speed limit–
tracking mode takes place only if the VSL command is lower than the default speed limit 
and lower than the current speed and if the change in speed is less than that of the predicted 
effects of car following. In other words, when the posted VSL is lower than the current 
speed, vehicles respond without being influenced by the density and speed values of the 
vehicles ahead, because the vehicle following will switch to speed tracking without violating 
any safety considerations (Wang and Loanno, 2011) 
In additional aspect, Harbord (1998) stated that previous studies have indicated that 
compliance with displayed speed limit leads to more uniform headways, reduced speed 
variance, uniform utilization of all lanes, less risk of shockwaves and congestion as well as 
stable or harmonized traffic flow. It may also improve driving comfort, road safety, and 
reducing fuel consumption and emissions due to the decrease of acceleration or deceleration 
manoeuvres (Den Tonkelaar, W.A.M, 1994). Acknowledging the importance of speed 
compliance in improving motorway traffic flow, it is valuable to discuss the potential 
manner of increasing speed compliances on VSL.  
Sisiopiku (2001), affirmed that the application of automated enforcement has have been a 
common practice (renowned to be applied in the Netherlands, Finland and United Kingdom) 
and the most successful methods in improving drivers’ compliance to VSL. Automated 
enforcement is typically accomplished through photo radar technologies. Cameras are 
installed on the overhead freeway signs above each lane.  
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In automated enforcement, loop detectors are used to identify the speeding vehicles while the 
camera takes a picture of the license plate on the vehicle. The UK Highway Agency (2004) 
informed that the enforcement cameras in United Kingdom use flashes to provide lighting 
for the photograph. The cameral flash informed the driver with sufficient information of 
enforcement to enhance compliance.  
2.6 TRAFFIC FLOW IMPACT OF VARIABLE SPEED LIMIT   
The traffic flow impact of VSL varies differently across the literatures; it is largely depend 
on the VSL implemented site conditions (geometry, traffic demands, and VMS 
configuration), VSL control strategy, and speed enforcements methods, etc. The following 
section discussed the impact of VSL on traffic flow in previous researches.  
Van den Hoogen and Smulders (1994) studied the impacts of a variable speed limits system 
on a 20 km segment of 3-lanes of the A2 motorway in the Netherlands between Utrecht and 
Amsterdam. This system was implemented in 1992 to manage the congested morning and 
evening peak periods. The purpose of the control strategy was to induce a homogenized 
traffic flow, better speed distribution between lanes and better utilisation of lanes. The results 
indicate that VSL control reduced speeds in all lanes, speed differential between lanes, the 
number and severity of shockwaves, and the percentage of headways smaller than 1 second. 
Occupancies were increased in all lanes and mostly in the outer lane. Based on the results it 
was concluded that homogenisation based VSL is not a suitable solution to eliminate 
congestion at bottlenecks and resolving shockwaves, as there is evidence of capacity 
increased. However, it may reduce the bottlenecks for the upstream and increase the time to 
breakdown 
Van Nes et al. (2010) investigated the effects of static and variable speed sings on speed 
homogeneity. The experiment involves using of a driving simulator in testing dangerous and 
non-dangerous driving conditions for both static speed limit and VSL. The static signs were 
fixed at 80 km/h. The VSL displayed 70 km/h for the dangerous situations and 90 km/h for 
non‐dangerous situations. The study reported that VSL increases traffic homogeneity in 
comparison to static speed limit especially in dangerous conditions.  
The study of VSL impact on I-90 Snoqualmie Pass, Washington State, concluded that VSL 
can significantly reduce the means speed of vehicles but the impact of speed variation is 
inconsistent. Moreover, the unique nature of the studied site (geometry, weather and terrain) 
may not likely be transferrable to general VSL systems (Ulfarsson et al. 2005).  
Numerous VSL implementation leads to lowering the speed differentials between 
consecutive vehicles and reducing speed variation. The study of before-and-after effect of 
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VSL on a two lane German motorway shows there is an increase of speed homogenisation 
due to lower speed differentials between vehicles. Speed dispersion and the frequency of 
dangerously short time lags between vehicles were all reduced, which indicates to a safer 
flow (Zackor, 1979). 
An evaluation study upon traffic flow on VSL motorway segments on Munich was 
conducted by Kuhne and Schick (2001). The system consists of real-time traffic dependent 
changeable speed limits as well as warning messages in regards to regulations and dangerous 
traffic conditions. The results show that VSL were able to achieve more stabilised traffic 
flow which increases the capacity up to 30%. Furthermore VSL were able to reduce the 
number of traffic breakdown, while maximum traffic flow rate remain constant.  
An empirical study was conducted to investigate the integration of VSL and driver 
information system at the A9 Autobahn. The driver information systems include various 
information in regards to warning messages and numerical information relating to incidents 
or congestion. Enforcement cameras were present in the tested area. The results of the study 
reported that VSL operation could sustained the high traffic flow even during congested 
periods. However, large queues were still present during the tested periods which question 
VSL benefit on suppressing shockwaves (Bertini et al. 2006)  
UK Highway Agency (2004) performed a business case to evaluate the M25 Controlled 
Motorway in the UK. An automatic signal setting in response to traffic conditions was used 
in the system as well as enforcement through automatic camera technology. The system 
initially operated on a fixed-time plan that displayed specific speed limits at certain period 
however due to the complaints of the motorway users having many inaccuracies to the 
displayed speed with the traffic condition, an automated flow based system therefore were 
introduced. The study resulted in 1.5% increase in vehicle throughput on peak hours and 
10% reduction in injury accidents. Although the impact on journey time was small, journey 
time reliability improved in certain key periods. A more balanced lane distribution was also 
obtained, as well as a reduction in speed differential between lanes and a more uniform 
distribution of headways in most periods. Furthermore, vehicle emissions were reduced by 
6% and compliance with speed limits has improved.  
Papageorgiou, et al. (2008), has examined the impact of mandatory VSL on a European 
motorway using the corresponding flow-occupancy diagram. The VSL used a flow/speed 
threshold based control strategy. Analysis of before-and-after the implementation of VSL 
was conducted. The research examines the modifications of the shape of the flow/occupancy 
diagram. The occupancy diagram is divided into intervals of equal length and a second order 
polynomial curve fitting was performed. The results show that VSL were able to reduce the 
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slope of the flow-occupancy graph at under the critical occupancies while shifting the critical 
occupancy to higher values.  
This results shows that VSL are able to produce higher flows to be achieved at the same 
occupancy values at overcritical conditions. However, the impact of VSL on capacity was 
not conclusive in this research. Moreover, the study of such results instigates that VSL 
control strategy using the slope of occupancy-flow curve (while being real-timed estimated) 
may become a more effective and robust indicator for VSL activation.   
2.7  SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW 
Overall, VSL is designed with the two purposes of improving traffic safety and enhancing 
capacity. In general, there are two main control strategies for VSL aiming to improve traffic 
flow. Both strategies are aimed to improve traffic flow during the demand driven congestion 
or recurrent congestion. These two strategies are the traffic breakdown prevention strategy 
and flow homogenisation effects strategy. Traffic breakdown prevention strategy uses VSL 
to limiting inflow to bottleneck section, thus resolving the bottleneck areas through 
preventing too high densities with the use of speed limits which are lower than the critical 
speed. On the other hand homogenisation effects strategy focuses on the use of VSL to 
reduce speed differentials in order to obtain a stable flow through the use of speed limits that 
corresponds to the maximum flow (above the critical speed).  
Previous research have shown that the use of VSL have increased the speed compliance level 
of motorways due to VSL providing more credibility to the speed limit as the displayed 
speed limit portrayed well with the traffic condition. Drivers behave differently during the 
implementation of VSL in comparison to the posted speed limit. During the VSL 
implementation, drivers tend to constantly switching their behaviour from speed-limit-
tracking mode and car-following mode. Furthermore, it has been acknowledged that the 
success of VSL depends to a large extent on how drivers respond to the displayed speed limit 
as well as their interaction towards other speed limits. This is undeniable as drivers are 
deemed to be the actuators on VSL systems.  
The traffic flow impact of VSL implementation has shown various results in regards to 
capacity enhancement. The use of VSL has also indicated on the more constant headway 
distribution which indicates on the reduction of small time headways. Most VSL studies 
have shown that VSL are able to reduce speed differentials between consecutive vehicles and 
lanes which lead to homogenised or stable flow. Such flow condition would have a great 
potential to delaying the onset of congestion as well as safer and less stressed driving 
condition. 
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3Chapter 3:  Research design 
This section explains the data information and data analytical methodologies used in the 
research. The schemes of selecting the most practical data to be used in the analysis will also 
be discussed in detail. Proper data selection is crucial in order to ensure valid analysis and 
reliable results.  
3.1 A7 AUTOROUTE DATA INFORMATION  
The study site, located on the A7/E15 south of Lyon, France, in the Rhône Valley, connects 
the northern and southern parts of Europe. This highway section has three lanes in each 
direction, with a default speed limit of 130 km/h. The study site carries 160,000 vehicles/day 
for both directions combined and has truck volumes as high as 25% of the total flow during 
weekdays. Figure 3.1, obtained from ‘Google Map’ shows the entire map of the A7 
motorway.  
 
Figure 3.1 A7 Autoroute Map 
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The dataset, 50 days of observation from 24/07/2007 to 13/09/2007, were collected for both 
travel directions from double-loop detectors located at post kilometres (pks) 33, 98 and 113. 
The data details the following individual vehicle information: 
 Time of passage 
 Date (Day/Month/Year)   
 Speed  
 Speed Limit Regulation  
 Vehicle Length 
 Vehicle Class 
In the data, the northbound direction is indicated by the “s2” symbol; for example, pk98s2 is 
defined as post kilometres 98 travelling in northbound direction. The northbound direction 
indicates vehicles travelling towards Lyon; the southbound direction indicates vehicles 
travelling towards Marseille. The three ‘pk’ locations exhibit almost independent traffic 
conditions because they are distant (>15 km) from each other. Moreover, interactions with 
merging or diverging flows are negligible because the closest ramps are located more than 4 
km from the ‘pk’ locations.  Figure 3.2 provides the general layout of the study site.  
Figure 3.2 General layout of the study site 
On this site, VSL are deployed to improve operational efficiency and safety. For example to 
prevent the onset of congestion and to improve safety, VSL is triggered when the total flow 
(flow across all lanes) exceed 3000 vehicles/hour (veh/h). The default speed limit of the 
motorway is 130 km/h (NoVSL), while the application of VSL changes the speed limit into 
two speed limits which are 110km/h and 90km/h.  
3.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
Research methodology explains the steps used to select the most practical data to include in the 
analysis. The methodology consists of two steps: the data selection procedures and research 
analysis flow charts. The general data arrangement procedures and data analysis approaches are 
explained in figure 3.3 and figure 3.4 respectively.  
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Figure 3.3 General Data Arrangement Procedures 
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Figure 3.4 Procedures of Variation of Speed, Headway Distribution and Speed versus Headway 
Analysis 
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3.3 PROCEDURE AND TIMELINE 
The study includes eight data arrangement approaches: 
 Dataset are selected based on the availability of all-day data for all lanes. If data for any 
lane were found to be missing for an extended number of periods (more than 2 hours 
during peak periods), that particular day is eliminated from the analysis. Based on this 
observation 34 weekdays out of 38 weekdays are selected in the analysis. During the 
weekdays, VSL was not activated in the location of post-kilometre 33. Thus, this 
location was not considered in the analysis.  
 Data are then selected through plotting the fundamental diagram of speed and flow for 
each day and for each lane, in order to observe any anomalies in the data (see in figure 
3.5). Based on such observation, there is no evidence that any data (days) should be 
rejected.  
 The flow value is calculated based on five minutes of aggregation. Five minutes 
aggregation is quite a reliable representation of an hourly flow, yet they provide a 
sizeable sample of individual vehicles for further analysis.  
 Based on the fundamental diagram of speed and flow, the data are separated into two 
regions, before-breakdown and after-breakdowns. Before-breakdown times are then 
determined for each day; during these times, the individual vehicle data are selected for 
the analysis.  
 VSL is deployed to delay the onset of congestion (breakdown). Therefore, this research 
focuses for the before-breakdown region of the speed-flow fundamental diagram 
 Selected data are analysed based upon categorical group of flows and lane by lane. The 
flow values across lanes are used in categorising the flow group. The flow groups,  
categorised for 200 vehicles per hour of increments, are: 
Flow Groups Categorisation (veh/h) 
 <600  1200-1400 
 600-800  1400-1600 
 800-1000  1600-1800 
 1000-1200  >2000 
Table 3.1 Flow Group Categorisation 
 The flow group categorisation would only refer to the under-saturation flows where 
variable speed limits are designed to delay the onset of congestion. 
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 Provided that VSL operates at high flow values, this research will focus mainly on flow 
groups of more than 1000 vehicles/hour.  
 Based on the data investigation, one significant difference was observed in the 
northbound and southbound traffic characteristics. The southbound direction traffic data 
shows that speed limits were dropped only to 110 km/h, while further reduction to 90 
km/h speed limit was observed in the northbound traffic. Hence, the southbound and 
northbound analysis will be discussed separately.   
 
Figure 3.5 Speed and Flow Graphs for all selected days of data 
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4Chapter 4:  Results and Discussion 
4.1 INITIAL DATA ANALYSIS  
The initial data analysis investigates the general characteristics of the A7 motorway in order 
to gain knowledge of the vehicles driving and of the VSL system properties, including 
vehicle compliance towards the speed limit, VSL activation periods and traffic breakdown 
periods on the motorway.  
4.1.1 Vehicles Speed and Speed Limit  
This section discusses the aggregated vehicle speed, individual vehicles speed and the speed 
limit in respect to time. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are showing the speed-flow diagram as well as 
the speed and speed limit profiles at 5 minute aggregation of two days (one with VSL and 
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Figure 4.1 Aggregated Speed Profiles and Speed-Flow Diagrams at 20/08/07 (pk98s2) 
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The graphs indicate several attributes of the data. Firstly, vehicles travelling at shoulder lane 
are considerably (approximately 20 km/h) slower than vehicles travelling in middle or fast 
lanes. This trend is found throughout the analysis and is expected, due to the high truck 
volumes of 25% the total flow. During the breakdown situations, shoulder lane vehicles at 
speeds fairly similar to the middle and fast lanes.  
These graphs also indicate that vehicles utilising the middle and shoulder lanes are travelling 
relatively close to the specified speed limit, while there is an indication of speeding for 
vehicles travelling in the fast lane. This will be discussed further in the section.  
The data indicate a missed detection of VSL activation on 21/08/07, as traffic speed drops to 
as low as 35-40 km/h; however the speed limit stays at the original posted speed limit of 
130km/h. Throughout the data, such missed detection has occurred in one occasion.  
Based on the figures, the application of VSL provides a buffering time to the breakdown, as 
VSL allows vehicles to maintain high speeds (at approximately 100 km/h) before breakdown 
begins. Without the application of VSL, in the space of 1 to 2 hours vehicle speed drops 
from approximately 110-120 km/h to below 60km/h. 
Furthermore, as shown from the circled area on figure 4.1, there is an indication of lagging in 
the speed limit alteration of the motorway. Evidently, vehicle speed drops or increases for 30 
to 60 minutes prior to the speed limit adapted to the more suitable value for the surrounding 
traffic condition.  
In the speed-flow diagrams for both VSL and NoVSL days, greater flow was shown in the 
VSL day than the NoVSL day. The VSL day shows that the maximum flow before-
breakdown of approximately 1000 veh/h for the shoulder lane, 2000 veh/h for the middle 
lane and 2250 veh/h for the fast lane. The number is less for the NoVSL day, as the 
maximum flow before-breakdown did not reach of more than 1900 veh/h for all the lanes. 
Although the VSL day has shown greater flow values compared to the NoVSL day, both 
figures show that congestion did occur on the two days of observation. This further 
emphasise the missed detection of VSL shown at 21/08/07.  
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the plot of individual vehicles speed (for all the lanes) and speed 
limit regulations at two given days at post kilometres 98. For both given days, further 
insights of individual vehicle speed profiles during the approximate 4 hours breakdown 
period is shown.  
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Figure 4.3 Individual Vehicles Speed Profiles at 20/08/07 (pk98s2) 
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Figure 4.4 Individual Vehicles Speed Profiles at 21/08/07 (pk98s2) 
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The individual vehicle speed profile graphs for the entire day given at 20/08/07 and 
21/08/07, indicates similar findings to the speed profiles of the aggregated speed values, 
where, the suggestion of VSL lagging is identified and there is the indication of missed 
detection for activating VSL.   
In the comparison for both days of NoVSL and VSL, during the 4 hours of breakdown 
periods, there is small evidence that VSL resulted in a higher minimum travelling speed 
(approximately 30 km/h than the NoVSL minimum travelling speed (approximately 10 
km/h).  During the one hour of each total breakdown period (3pm to 4pm for the VSL day; 
11am to 12pm for the NoVSL day), VSL was able to maintain a maximum travelling speed 
of approximately 100 km/h, 20 km/h higher than the 80 km/h maximum travelling speed for 
the NoVSL day.  
However, greater speed fluctuations were found in the application of VSL, figure 4.3, 
(60km/h of speed fluctuation) than in that of NoVSL, figure 4.4, (40 km/h of speed 
fluctuation) during the 1-hour period of total breakdown. Moreover, it is worth noting that 
the activation of VSL influenced a significant number of vehicles to travel at the minimum 
speed of 30 km/h for the entire hour of the total breakdown period, while in the NoVSL case, 
there is only an approximate period of 30 minute where vehicles were forced to travel at 
their minimum speed.  
These discoveries could be because the speed limit change lags to the traffic environment of 
the motorway. This means that vehicles are influenced to travel faster and/or lower than the 
surrounding traffic environment. This leads to the misperception of drivers in deciding their 
travelling speeds, as aggressive drivers tend to travel at the maximum speed possible in the 
surrounding traffic (regardless of the speed limit) while defensive drivers tend to travel at the 
specified speed limit or below the speed limit. This has resulted in the great speed 
fluctuations or variation during the VSL activations period (especially at the speed limit of 
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4.1.2 Speed Limit Drivers’ Compliance  
This segment discusses the general trends and quantification of drivers’ speed compliance 
towards the displayed speed limits. This knowledge is essential for determining the 
effectiveness of VSL in the motorway, as there is an indication of lagging in the VSL 
system.  
The graphs in Figures 4.5 to 4.9 show the cumulative speed distribution (for all lanes 
combined) of both northbound direction and southbound direction, respective to the 
displayed speed limits at the location of post kilometres 98. The graphs shows the percentage 
of vehicles travelling at certain speeds for given speed limits. Appendix A shows the 
cumulative speed distribution for all of the other locations.   
 
Figure 4.5 Cumulative Speed Distribution of 130 km/h Speed Limit (pk98s2) 
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Figure 4.6 Cumulative Speed Distribution of 110 km/h Speed Limit (pk98s2) 
 
Figure 4.7 Cumulative Speed Distribution of 90 km/h Speed Limit (pk98s2) 
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Figure 4.8 Cumulative Speed Distribution of 130 km/h Speed Limit (pk98) 
 
Figure 4.9 Cumulative Speed Distribution of 110 km/h Speed Limit (pk98) 
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Northbound (figures 4.5 to 4.7) and southbound (figures 4.8 and 4.9) show similar 
tendencies where the percentage of speed compliance reduces as the speed limits are 
decreased. The northbound direction shows that approximately 80% of vehicles are 
travelling at or slower than the displayed speed limit of 130 km/h, where only 68% and 26% 
compliance rates are shown for the 110 km/h and 90 km/h respectively. In the southbound 
direction, the speed compliance rate for the posted speed limit of 130 km/h is in the region of 
78%, while 68% value is shown for the VSL of 110 km/h.   
A severe speeding problem is identified for the 90 km/h VSL showing (figure 4.7), where 
74% of vehicles are travelling faster than the designated 90 km/h speed limit. Also, the mean 
speed for the speed limit is 97 km/h, which is7 km/h faster than the designated speed limit. 
Based on figure 4.1, the motorway speed has actually increased to approximately 105 km/h 
for 2 hours, within the 4 hours showing of 90 km/h VSL. This shows evidence of severe 
speed limit lagging for the application of 90 km/h speed limit. Therefore, the motorway 
condition has suggested that vehicles could travel beyond the 90 km/h speed limit, thus, 
regardless of the speed limit showing, drivers would tend to maximise their speed even 
beyond the speed limit in the motorway. Through such reaction of drivers, low speed 
compliance in the 90 km/h speed limit is consequent.  
Moreover, the applications of VSL for northbound direction indicate a reduction in speed 
deviation than that for NoVSL. On average, 6 km/h of speed variation is reduced in the 
activation of) VSL showings (110 km/h and 90 km/speed limits in comparison to compared 
to the NoVSL (130 km/h speed limit). In the southbound direction, however, a 2 km/h 
increase of speed deviation was found in the VSL showing of 110 km/h compared to the 
NoVSL scenario.  
The graphs in Figures 4.10 to 4.15 demonstrate the distribution of speed differentials 
between the travelling vehicles and the speed limit at the location of post kilometres 98. The 
graphs for the other locations are provided in Appendix B. Throughout the weekdays in the 
data; only the northbound direction shows the VSL of 90 km/h. Therefore, it is crucial to 
compare and recognise the speed difference for both northbound and southbound direction.  
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Figure 4.10 Shoulder Lane Speed - Speed Limit (pk98s2) 
Figure 4.11 Middle Lane Speed - Speed Limit (pk98s2) 
Figure 4.12 Fast Lane Speed - Speed Limit (pk98s2) 
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Figure 4.13 Shoulder Lane Speed - Speed Limit (pk98) 
Figure 4.14 Middle Lane Speed - Speed Limit (pk98s2) 
Figure 4.15 Fast Lane Speed - Speed Limit (pk98s2) 
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For northbound direction, these speed distribution graphs (figures 4.10 to 4.12) supported the 
previous observation that the shoulder lane is travelling slower than the other two lanes. In 
the shoulder lane, it is shown that around 50% of vehicles are travelling 20 km/h slower than 
the designated variable speed limits of 110 km/h. The VSL showing of 90 km/h shows closer 
distribution of vehicles travelling at the speed limit, where approximately 55% of vehicles 
are travelling at 10 km/h below the speed limit. For the NoVSL scenario (130 km/h) 
approximately 80% of vehicles are travelling below the speed limit, including around 60% of 
vehicles travelling approximately 40 km/h below the speed limit.  
In the middle lane (figure 4.11), the graph show that 55 % to 60% of vehicles are travelling 
10km/h to 15 km/h below the speed limit for NoVSL and VSL of 110 km/h. However, 50% 
of vehicles are travelling approximately 10 km/h faster than the 90km/h variable speed limit.  
Similarly for the fast lane shown in figure 4.12, for the default speed limit of 130 km/h, 70% 
of vehicles are travelling approximately 10 km/h below the speed limit. However, in contrast 
to the middle lane, there seems to be a higher number of vehicles speeding in the application 
of both 110 km/h and 90 km/h variable speed limits.  
Around 45% of vehicles are travelling faster than the speed limit in the fast lane during the 
VSL showings of 110km/h (shown in figure 4.12). From the 45% of speeding vehicles, 20% 
are travelling faster than 20 km/h of the speed limit. During the application of 90 km/h 
variable speed limit, around 70% of the vehicles are travelling above the speed limit in the 
fast lane. Furthermore, 40% of the vehicles are travelling more than 20km/h above the speed 
limit. For the NoVSL scenario, approximately 70% of vehicles are travelling lower than the 
speed limit of 130 km/h, where only 18% vehicles are travelling 20 km/h faster than the 
speed limit in the fast lane.    
The findings in the southbound direction (figures 4.13 to 4.15) show a similar trend to those 
found in the northbound direction. In the shoulder lane, shown in figure 4.13, more than 50% 
of vehicles are travelling approximately 40 km/h below the designated speed limit of 130 
km/h. This number is significantly less for the VSL showing of 110 km/h, as approximately 
15% of vehicles are travelling 40 km/h less than the speed limit.  
Figure 4.14 shows that the majority of vehicles are travelling below and around the displayed 
speed limits for the middle lane: approximately 70% and 68% of vehicles are travelling 
below the 130 km/h and 110 km/h speed limits respectively. In the fast lane (figure 4.15), 
however, the number of vehicles travelling below the speed limit of 110 km/h is significantly 
less (approximately 20% less) compared to the default speed limit of 130 km/h.. 
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Overall, the northbound and southbound directions resulted in a similar trend in which, more 
vehicles travelling higher than the designated speed limit as the lanes gets faster. This means 
that there are more people speeding in the fast lane compared to the middle lane and 
shoulder lane respectively. There is approximately a 5% to 15% increase of vehicles 
travelling faster than the speed limit, measured from the shoulder lane to the middle lane and 
to the fast lane. 
Another similar trend is observed: more than 50% of vehicles are travelling at or below the 
designated speed limits of 130 km/h and 110 km/h. Furthermore, there are approximately 5% 
to 10% more vehicles travelling around (+/- 10 km/h) the speed limit of 110 km/h in 
comparison to the posted speed limit of 130 km/h.  Speeding problems occurred only on the 
application of 90 km/h showing. The indication of speeding for the 90 km/h speed limit 
could not be compared to the southbound direction as such a speed limit showing did not 
occur on the southbound direction.  
The graphs and analysis discussed in this section refers to the speed differentials of drivers 
and the speed limits. The entire speed limits showings (130 km/h, 110 km/h and 90 km/h) 
are discussed in this section. Based on the findings and taking into account the indication of 
VSL lagging noted in the previous sections, it can be seen that the majority of drivers 
recognise the change in the speed limit as shown through more than 50% speed compliance 
results for the speed limit of 110 km/h. This means that VSL has an impact on motorway 
traffic conditions; so further analysis on the data is acceptably valid. However, severe 
speeding problems in the speed limit showing of 90 km/h may indicate that the impact of 
VSL in this particular speed limit might be very minimal.   
4.1.3 Traffic Flow  
In this section, the speed-flow fundamental diagrams of the motorway are discussed. This is 
essential in gaining the knowledge of the speed at which the maximum flow occurs as well 
as determining the free-flow and congested regions on the speed-flow curve of the 
motorway.  
The following graph shows speed and flow curves of the entire eligible weekday data for 
post kilometres 98, for both northbound and southbound directions, at 5 minutes of speed 
aggregation and divided for each lane. The graphs shown in figures 4.16 to 4.21 provide a 
good representation of all post kilometre locations of the data. The speed-flow fundamental 
diagrams for the other locations are provided in Appendix C.   
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Figure 4.16 Speed-Flow Curve of Shoulder Lane (Northbound) 
 
Figure 4.17 Speed-Flow Curve of Middle Lane (Northbound) 
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Figure 4.18 Speed-Flow Curve of Fast Lane (Northbound) 
 
 
Figure 4.19 Speed-Flow Curve of Shoulder Lane (Southbound) 
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Figure 4.20 Speed-Flow Curve of Middle Lane (Southbound) 
 
Figure 4.21 Speed-Flow Curve of Fast Lane (Southbound) 
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The speed and flow graphs (Figures 4.16-4.21) of the motorway can be separated into two 
categories: the before-breakdown condition (the upper part of the curve) and after-
breakdown condition (the bottom part of the curve). Through the use of a speed threshold 
(determined in the region of 95 km/h to 100 km/h) on the speed and flow graphs, the two 
regions could be separated. This study focuses on the effects of VSL in prior to the 
congestion (before-breakdown condition). The entire analyses of this research were 
completed in the before-breakdown region of the speed-flow diagram.  
The speed-flow fundamental diagrams of both directions on the motorway show different 
traffic characteristics or attributes for each lane. The diagrams suggest that each lane 
encloses different a maximum flow prior to breakdown, as well as, indicating the speed 
which corresponds to the maximum flow. Furthermore, the fast lane demonstrates the 
highest speed and maximum flow, followed by the middle lane, while the shoulder lane has 
the lowest maximum flow with a speed corresponding to the maximum flow.  
In the shoulder lane (figures 4.16 and 4.19), approximately 1200 veh/h can be seen as the 
maximum flow reached before the onset of breakdown condition. The speed corresponding 
to the maximum flow is reached to be in the region of 80 km/h. The maximum flow reached 
in the middle lane (shown in figures 4.17 and 4.20) prior to congestion is considerably higher 
than shown in the shoulder lane, with approximately 2000 veh/h; as well, shows 100 km/h as 
the speed correspondent of the maximum flow. The results in the fast lane (figures 4.18 and 
4.21) shows resemblance to those of the middle lane where the maximum flow is estimated 
to be in the region of 2300 veh/h while displaying roughly 120 km/h as the speed for 
maximum flow.  
This research has relied heavily on the flow group categorisation method in analysing the 
impacts of VSL on the motorway. The result of the speed and flow graphs shows that the 
shoulder lane contains a very low maximum free-flow value of 1200 veh/h. Therefore it is 
vital to begin the analysis in the flow group of 1000 veh/h to 1200 veh/h in order to 
incorporate the shoulder lane into the study, even though such a flow group is generally very 
low for VSL operation to have significant impacts on the motorway.  
Additionally, the northbound and southbound fundamental curves show similar results in the 
number of points in the breakdown area of the chart for all of the lanes. However there is 
slight evidence that the northbound direction has a higher number of points observed in the 
maximum flow area (where VSL is designed to operate and have significant impact), 
compared to the southbound direction. This suggests that further focus on the analysis should 
be given to the northbound direction. These results could also clarify the previous statement 
that a VSL showing of 90 km/h has never been encountered in the southbound direction. 
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4.2 SPEED HARMONISATION ANALYSIS  
VSL has the potential, and is theoretically able, to reduce the speed differentials between and 
within lanes, thus reducing the lane changing activity in the motorway as well as optimising 
the capacity and efficiency for each lane. This potentially leads to the reduction of traffic 
turbulence and a more stable traffic flow.   
In this investigation, the analysis has two discussion topics, the speed differentials across 
lanes and speed differentials within lane. Figures 4.22 to 4.31 show the boxplot of speed for 
each lane in northbound (NB) and southbound (SB) direction (SL: shoulder lane; ML: 
middle lane; FL: fast lane) for the location of post kilometres 98. The flow group begins at 
1000 veh/h-1200 veh/h up to above 2000 veh/h. Appendix D shows the boxplots of speed in 
each lane for all the other locations.  
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Figure 4.23 Speed Variation Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h of pk98s2 (NB) 
 
 
Figure 4.24 Speed Variation Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h of pk98s2 (NB) 
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Figure 4.25 Speed Variation Flow Group 1800-2000 veh/h of pk98s2 (NB) 
 
Figure 4.26 Speed Variation Flow Group >2000 veh/h of pk98s2 (NB) 
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Figure 4.27 Speed Variation Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h of pk98 (SB) 
 
Figure 4.28 Speed Variation Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h of pk98 (SB) 
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Figure 4.29 Speed Variation Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h of pk98 (SB) 
 
Figure 4.30 Speed Variation Flow Group 1800-2000 veh/h of pk98s2 (SB) 
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Figure 4.31 Speed Variation Flow Group >2000 veh/h of pk98 (SB) 
Based on the variation of speed graphs for both northbound and southbound directions, are 
identified of anticipated trends: the vehicle speeds increase as the lanes gets faster (e.g. 
middle lane is faster than shoulder lane; fast lane is faster than the middle lane); the general 
vehicle speeds are reduced as the flow group increases; the vehicle speeds reduce as the 
speed limit reduces.  
In the lower flow group values of 1000-1200 veh/h (figures 4.22 and 4.27) , the shoulder 
lane speed spread shows less speed variation for both the 110 km/h speed limit and the 90 
km/h speed limit than found in NoVSL (130 km/h speed limit).  The greatest reduction in 
speed variation is shown by the 90 km/h speed limit. In addition, there is slight evidence in 
the speed spread reduction of the middle lane for both (northbound and southbound) 110 
km/h speed limits. The fast lane shows similar results between NoVSL and VSL scenarios, 
thus no significant differences are found. The lower flow group values of 1000-1200 veh/h 
show that there is no clear evidence that VSL activation significantly reduces the speed 
differentials across lanes. A slight reduction of speed differentials between the middle lane 
and the fast lane in the VSL of 110 km/h were found in the northbound direction. In the 
southbound direction the speed differentials between the middle and shoulder is slightly 
decreased, while the speed difference between the middle and fast lane are significantly 
increased.   
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The speed variation within lanes of the 1200-1400 veh/h flow group shows contrasting 
results in the northbound (figure 4.23) and southbound (figure 4.28) directions. In the 
northbound direction, the activation of VSL reduces the speed difference within the shoulder 
lane, in comparison to NoVSL, while little change is found in the middle and fast lanes. 
However, in the southbound direction, VSL significantly increases the speed spread of the 
shoulder lane compared to the NoVSL scenario. There are also insignificant results for 
across lanes speed difference in the low flow group of 1200-1400 veh/h. In the northbound 
direction, the speed differentials across lanes during the activation of 110 km/h speed limit is 
fairly similar to those of 130km/h speed limit, while a slight increase in speed difference of 
the middle and fast lanes were found in the application of 90 km/h speed limit. In the 
southbound direction, VSL reduce the speed differentials between the shoulder and middle 
lanes, while the comparison of the middle and fast lanes are identical to those of NoVSL 
results.   
In the moderate to high flow values (1600 veh/h to 1800 veh/h), there is a slight reduction in 
speed variation within lanes, particularly in the middle lanes for the northbound direction 
(figure 4.24) and the fast lane for the southbound direction (figure 4.29). The reduced speed 
variation in the application of VSL is clearly evident in the shorter tail of the boxplots. The 
greatest reduction in speed variation is seen on the 90km/h VSL periods. In the moderate to 
high flow values of 1600-1800 veh/h, the activation of VSL has clearly increased the speed 
difference between the middle and fast lane especially in the northbound direction. The VSL 
showing of 90 km/h has shown a greater increase in the speed difference of the middle and 
fast lanes than shown in the speed limit of 110 km/h.  
For the high flow values between 1800vehicles/hour and 2000vehicles/hour, the variation of 
speed is less in the activation of both VSLs than in the NoVSL scenario. The northbound 
(figure 4.25) and southbound (figure 4.30) directions show, by the smaller boxes and shorter 
tails in the boxplots, that both the middle and fast lanes experience a quite a signification 
reduction in speed variation within the lane. The northbound direction of the 1800-2000 
veh/h flow group, shows that VSL raises the speed differentials between the middle and fast 
lanes.  
For  the flow groups of greater than 2000 vehicles/hour, the activation of VSL=110 shows a 
more harmonised traffic speed in the middle and fast lanes, compared with the NoVSL 
scenario of the northbound direction (figure 4.26). The speed differentials between lanes 
remain identical in the southbound direction (figure 4.31). Furthermore, in both directions, 
the application of a 110 km/h VSL maintains a similar median speed for both middle and fast 
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lanes in comparison to NoVSL scenario. Conversely, the speed variation of each lane is 
reduced in the application of both VSLs in the two directions.  
The following tables (tables 4.1 and 4.2) show the quartile range calculations in order to 
quantifying the comparison of speed variation within lanes. The lower quartile (LQ), median, 
upper quartile (UQ) and inter-quartile range (IQR=UQ-LQ) are calculated. A small inter-
quartile range indicates that there is a small speed variation within lane, where a high IQR 
value indicates a high speed variation within lane.  
 
Table 4.1 Speed (km/h) Quartile Range of pk98s2 (NB) 
Flow Quartiles No VSL VSL=110 VSL=90 No VSL VSL=110 VSL=90 No VSL VSL=110 VSL=90
LQ 85 84 82 114 111 ‐ 119 112 ‐
Median 91 87 86 122 116 ‐ 126 119 ‐
UQ 109 93 90 129 123 ‐ 132 125 ‐
IQR 24 9 8 15 12 ‐ 13 13 ‐
LQ 77 80 80 112 106 98 116 111 107
Median 83 84 84 120 112 104 124 117 114
UQ 88 88 87 127 120 113 130 123 120
IQR 11 8 7 15 14 15 14 12 18
LQ ‐ ‐ ‐ 110 103 92 112 108 102
Median ‐ ‐ ‐ 119 109 99 121 114 108
UQ ‐ ‐ ‐ 126 116 106 129 121 117
IQR ‐ ‐ ‐ 16 13 14 17 13 15
LQ ‐ ‐ ‐ 104 97 91 107 104 99
Median ‐ ‐ ‐ 114 105 96 117 112 106
UQ ‐ ‐ ‐ 123 112 102 125 119 113
IQR ‐ ‐ ‐ 19 15 11 18 15 14
LQ ‐ ‐ ‐ 97 97 89 101 101 95
Median ‐ ‐ ‐ 107 104 95 112 108 101
UQ ‐ ‐ ‐ 119 110 101 121 115 107
IQR ‐ ‐ ‐ 22 13 12 20 14 12
LQ ‐ ‐ ‐ 95 97 87 96 97 93
Median ‐ ‐ ‐ 104 103 92 104 104 99
UQ ‐ ‐ ‐ 114 109 103 111 111 105
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Table 4.2 Speed (km/h) Quartile Range of pk98 (SB) 
Based on the IQR values, it is evident that in the lower flow group categories (1000-1200 
veh/h and 1200-1400 veh/h), the shoulder lane generally shows greater reduction in the 
speed distribution, with an insignificant impact is shown in the middle and fast lanes. On 
average, there is approximately 8 km/h less speed spread in the northbound direction for the 
shoulder lane. Southbound, there is an anomaly in the activation of VSL where the shoulder 
lane’s speed spread was increased by 10 km/h for the flow group 1200-1400 veh/h; however 
a reduction of 5 km/h in speed variation was shown in the lower flow group of 1000-1200 
veh/h.  
In the moderate to high flow group categories (1400-1600 veh/h and 1600-1800 veh/h), there 
is some evidence that VSL reduces the speed variation within lanes, in comparison to 
NoVSL. The average reduction of speed spread was calculated at the regions of 3 km/h for 
both the middle lane and the fast lane (both northbound and southbound directions).  
Flow Quartiles No VSL VSL=110 No VSL VSL=110 No VSL VSL=110
LQ 103 88 112 95 124 117
Median 115 94 120 99 132 125
UQ 124 104 127 105.75 140 133
IQR 21 16 15 10.75 16 16
LQ 77 81 112 104 122 115
Median 80.5 89 119 111 130 123
UQ 85 99 126 118 138 132
IQR 8 18 14 14 16 17
LQ 0 83 109 101 117 111
Median 0 85 117 107 127 120
UQ 0 88 124 115 136 130
IQR 0 5 15 14 19 19
LQ 0 0 107 98 113 109
Median 0 0 115 105 125 117
UQ 0 0 123 112 135 125
IQR 0 0 16 14 22 16
LQ 0 0 102 94 108 103
Median 0 0 112 101 120 112
UQ 0 0 121 109 131 122
IQR 0 0 19 15 23 19
LQ 0 0 92 93 97 98
Median 0 0 104 100 109 107
UQ 0 0 115 107 122 116
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For the high flow group categories of 1800-2000 veh/h and flow of greater than 2000 veh/h, 
there is significant reduction in lane speed distribution in the application of VSL. In both 
northbound and southbound directions, the middle lane shows an average decrease of 
approximately 7 km/h and the fast lane, a 5 km/h reduction.   
Overall, the application of VSL slightly reduces the inter-quartile range in all lanes and in all 
the flow groups. The lower flow group values have a greater impact for the shoulder lanes 
than for the other lanes. The speed spread reduction in the middle lanes and fast lanes 
increases steadily as the flow group increase. This quantitatively proves that the VSL 
reduces the speed variation within lanes. The most significant reduction in speed variation 
transpires for the middle lane, on average of 5km/h speed reduction for each flow group.  
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 are showing the computation of median speed difference to quantifying 
the comparison of speed differentials across lanes. The median speed difference between the 
fast lane and middle lane, as well as the median speed difference between the middle lanes 
and the shoulder lane is calculated. 
 
Table 4.3 Median Speed (km/h) Differentials between Lanes of pk98s2 (NB) 
 
Table 4.4 Median Speed (km/h) Differentials between Lanes of pk98 (SB) 
 
No VSL VSL=110 VSL=90 No VSL VSL=110 VSL=90
1000‐1200 31 29 ‐ 4 3 ‐
1200‐1400 37 28 20 4 5 10
1400‐1600 ‐ ‐ ‐ 2 5 9
1600‐1800 ‐ ‐ ‐ 3 7 10
1800‐2000 ‐ ‐ ‐ 5 4 6




No VSL VSL=110 No VSL VSL=110
1000‐1200 5 5 12 26
1200‐1400 38.5 22 11 12
1400‐1600 ‐ 22 10 13
1600‐1800 ‐ ‐ 10 12
1800‐2000 ‐ ‐ 8 11
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The activation of VSL shows reduced speed differentials between the shoulder and the 
middle lane for the low categories flow group of 1000-1200 veh/h and 1200-1400 veh/h. In 
these flow groups, there is an average of 10 km/h less in speed differentials between the 
shoulder and middle lane for both directions.  However, the median speed difference of the 
fast and middle lane increases by an average of 4 km/h. 
In the moderate to high flow group categories of 1400-1600 veh/h and 1600-1800 veh/h, 
there is a region of a 3 km/h to 7 km/h increase in the speed differentials between lanes 
through the application of VSL. The VSL showing of 90 km/h shows a significant increase 
with 7 km/h in the speed differentials of the lanes.  
For the high flow periods of 1800-2000 veh/h and greater than 2000 veh/h, VSL slightly 
increase (less than and equal to 3 km/h in average) the median speed differentials of the 
middle and fast lanes. In flow group of the greater than 2000 veh/h condition, the displayed 
speed limit of 90 km/h produces the major increase of speed differentials of 7 km/h that are 
shown in the northbound direction.  
The median speed differential value shows that the activation of VSL has increased the 
speed differentials between lanes in comparison to NoVSL. As noted in the previous 
sections, there is an indication of VSL lagging in the A7 motorway system. Through the lag 
of the speed limit change, vehicles are forced to drive in traffic conditions where the speed 
limit does not reflect the traffic surroundings. Therefore, drivers are more likely to adapt 
their speed based on the traffic surroundings instead of complying with the speed limit. This 
condition would lead to great speed differentials between lanes during the activation of VSL 
(especially in the periods of 90km/h VSL), as drivers would adjust their speed towards the 
surrounding traffic conditions.  
Based on the evidences discussed in this section, it can be concluded that: 
 The application of VSL reduces the speed variation within lanes, where the lower 
flow group showings are of greater impact to the shoulder lane, while the drop of 
speed variation in the middle and fast lanes increase steadily as the flow groups 
increases 
 VSL reduces the speed differentials between the shoulder and middle lanes in the 
lower group values, while the speed differentials between the middle and fast lane 
increase in all of the flow group categories. 
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4.3 HEADWAY DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS  
On a low-density motorway vehicles are generally far apart and drivers move at their desired 
speeds, and maneuver freely from lane to lane. As density increases there are increasingly 
fewer opportunities to maneuver and car following behavior dominates the movement of 
many vehicles, which in general decreases the average speed. As density increases to the 
point that the spacing decreases, some drivers might feel that that they are too close to their 
leading vehicle in correspond to their desired time headway. Hence, they will slow down to 
increase the spacing so their desired time headway is maintained. This will increase the 
speed and headway variance in the motorway that introduces disturbances.  (Kerner, 1998) 
When the density increases to capacity, traffic instability is identified through several 
factors: small time headway, large speed variance and frequent disturbances. With small 
average time headway, disturbances generated at the head of the platoon cannot be damped 
as they propagate upstream since some drivers in the platoon cannot react to the disturbance 
in time. The increase in large speed variance is resulted from the increase of the variance of 
time headway at high density (Shi, H and Ziliaskopoulos, A, 2002). 
To keep traffic stable and maximise traffic flow during high density conditions, it is 
necessary reduce the number of small time headway and minimise the variance in headway. 
Traffic with different time headways would have more disturbances than the traffic with 
constant time headways, since in the former case there are more opportunities and 
motivations for lane changing, introduce disturbances. Disturbances always lead to flow 
decreases, and it is difficult to recover from such disturbances in high traffic density (Shi, H 
and Ziliaskopoulos, A, 2002).  
Figures 4.32 to 4.49 show the lane-by-lane headway distribution in the flow group categories 
for the northbound (NB) and southbound (SB) directions at post kilometers 98. The headway 
distribution graphs for the other locations are provided in Appendix E.  
The headway distribution curves are plotted through the use of beta distribution curve 
(grouped frequency distribution curve). Discrete groups of 1s headway intervals were used in 
plotting the distribution. The Y-Axis in the curve shows the frequency of distribution in 
percentages and the x-axis shows the headway value in seconds. 
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Figure 4.32 Shoulder Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h of pk98s2  (NB)  
 
Figure 4.33 Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h of pk98s2 (NB) 
Figure 4.34 Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h of pk98s2 (NB) 
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Figure 4.35 Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h of pk98s2 (NB)\ 
Figure 4.36 Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h of pk98s2 (NB) 
Figure 4.37 Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1800-2000 veh/h of pk98s2 (NB) 
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Figure 4.38 Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1800-2000 veh/h of pk98s2 (NB)  
 
Figure 4.39 Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group >2000 veh/h of pk98s2 (NB) 
 
Figure 4.40 Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group >2000 veh/h of pk98s2 (NB) 
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Figure 4.41 Shoulder Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h of pk98 (SB) 
 
Figure 4.42 Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h of pk98 (SB) 
Figure 4.43 Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h of pk98 (SB) 
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Figure 4.44 Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h of pk98 (SB)  
 
Figure 4.45 Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h of pk98 (SB) 
Figure 4.46 Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1800-2000 veh/h of pk98 (SB) 
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Figure 4.47 Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1800-2000 veh/h of pk98 (SB)  
 
Figure 4.48 Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group >2000 veh/h of pk98 (SB) 
Figure 4.49 Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group >2000 veh/h of pk98 (SB) 
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Firstly, the general trend of headway distribution (for both northbound and southbound 
directions) of the motorway indicates that the shoulder lane has the greatest median headway 
(2.3 s) compared with the middle (1.5 s) and fast lanes (1.5 s) as their median headways are 
fairly similar. In addition, there is clear visual evidence that the shoulder headway 
distribution is wider than the middle- and fast-lane headway distributions.  
In the lower flow group values of 1200-1400 veh/h (figures 4.32-4.34 for northbound and 
figures 4.41-4.43 for southbound), it can be seen that the median headway of the shoulder 
lane, middle lane and fast lane are fairly similar in both NoVSL and VSL scenarios. There is 
no suggestion that VSL reduces or increases the median headway distribution. The NoVSL 
scenario indicates that the frequency of the median headway is approximately 5% higher 
than the VSL scenario. This tendency was not found in the middle lane; however, the VSL 
scenarios increase a 4-6% frequency of the median headway in comparison to the base case. 
The increase of the median headway frequency in the VSL scenarios was not found to be as 
prominent in the fast lane as in the middle lane (in the region of 1% to 4% increase).  
The moderate to high flow periods of 1600-1800 veh/h (figures 4.35 and 4.36 for northbound 
and figures 4.44 and 4.45 for southbound), show that identical median headway was found 
for the entire speed limits scenarios. Moreover, fairly similar headway distribution between 
default speed limit of 130 km/h and the VSL showing of 110 km/h was found in the graphs. 
The displayed VSL of 90 km/h, however, shows wider headway distribution than the other 
speed limits scenarios, as shown that the middle lane showings the likes of two peaks in 1.4 s 
and 2.5 s. Furthermore, two dissimilar VSL results were found in the frequency of the 
median headway in the flow group. The displayed VSL of 110 km/h shows that there is 
approximately a 2% to 5% increase of median headway frequency beyond the default speed 
limit of 130 km/h. On the other hand, the VSL showing of 90 km/h has actually decreased 
the percentage of the median headway by approximately 2% to 3%, compared to the NoVSL 
scenario.  
For the higher flow group categories of 1800-2000 veh/h, shown in figures 4.37 to 4.38 for 
the northbound direction and figures 4.46 to 4.47 for the southbound direction, there is a 
slight difference in the middle and fast lanes headway distribution results. In the middle lane 
headway distribution, the VSL showing of 110 km/h have insignificantly increased the 
median headway, while maintaining very similar spread to the headway distribution, in 
comparison to the NoVSL scenario. The fast lane scenario shows that the median headway in 
the 110 km/h speed limit is very similar to the default speed limit of 130 km/h, while 
showing no indication in the increase of median frequency in the distribution. The 90 km/h 
of displayed VSL shows similar median headway in comparison to the case of NoVSL; 
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however, there are different results for the110 km/h speed limit, where there is 
approximately a 2% decrease in the frequency of the median headway in comparison to 
NoVSL scenario. 
In the high flow values of greater than 2000 veh/h (figures 4.39 and 4.40 for northbound; 
figures 4.48 and 4.49 for southbound), mixed results were found for the northbound and 
southbound directions. In the northbound direction it was seen that the VSL showing of 110 
km/h maintains an identical median headway in comparison to the NoVSL scenario, while 
the VSL showing of 90 km/h reduces the median headway by approximately 0.3 s as shown 
in the middle lane. Furthermore, it can be seen that both VSL scenario, increase the 
frequency of median headway by approximately 3% to 4% (for both VSL showings) 
compared to the default speed limit. The fast lane resulted in similar distribution curves 
(distribution shape as well as median values) for all of the speed limits. There is, however, an 
indication of a slight increase (1% to 2%) in the median headway frequency in the VSL 
showing of 110 km/h, compared to the NoVSL scenario.  
The southbound direction, in contrast to the northbound direction, shows greater median 
headway (an increase of approximately of 0.3 s) for the VSL showing of 110 km/h compared 
with the NoVSL scenario in the middle lane headway distribution. Furthermore there is no 
indication of an increased median headway frequency value in the middle lane VSL 
scenario. The fast lane shows very similar results to those found in the northbound direction, 
where the headway distribution of VSL and NoVSL is similar, while showing little to no 
increase in the median headway frequency.  
The following tables show the calculation of quartile ranges for the headway distribution. In 
the following table the lower quartile (LQ), median, upper quartile (UQ) and inter-quartile 
range (IQR=UQ-LQ) are calculated. The headway data provided in the A7 motorway 
demonstrate the time value in seconds to 0 decimal places. Therefore, the results shown in 
the calculation are rounded number of the headway to the closest integer.  
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Table 4.5 Headway (s) Quartile Range of pk98s2 (Northbound) 
Flow Quartiles No VSL VSL=110 VSL=90 No VSL VSL=110 VSL=90 No VSL VSL=110 VSL=90
LQ 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
Median 3 3 3 2 2 2 2
UQ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
IQR 2 2 2 3 3 3 3
LQ 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
Median 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
UQ 4 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 3
IQR 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 2
LQ 1 1 1 1 1 1
Median 2 2 2 1 1 2
UQ 3 3 3 3 2 3
IQR 2 2 2 2 1 2
LQ 1 1 1 1 1 1
Median 2 2 2 1 1 1
UQ 3 3 3 2 2 2
IQR 2 2 2 1 1 1
LQ 1 1 1 1 1 1
Median 2 2 2 1 1 1
UQ 2 2 2 2 2 2
IQR 1 1 1 1 1 1
LQ 1 1 1 1 1 1
Median 2 1 1 1 1 1
UQ 2 2 2 2 2 2
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Table 4.6 Headway (s) Quartile Range of pk98 (Southbound) 
As previously noted in the section, for the low flow group (1000-1200 veh/h), it is shown 
from the tables that the median headway value for the shoulder lane is approximately higher 
by 1s in comparison to both middle and fast lanes, regardless of the speed limit. 
The numerical evidence shown in the tables of quartile values shows an extremely identical 
upper-quartile, median and lower-quartile, as well as the inter-quartile ranges of the VSL 
scenarios and the NoVSL scenario, regardless of the flow group categorisation.  This further 
indicates the previously discussed findings, where the spread of headway distribution in the 
VSL and NoVSL scenario is very similar, which indicates that VSL does not reduce or 
shrink the distribution of headway. Also, shown in the identical values of headway quartiles 
suggest that VSL does not increase or reduce the mean/median headway of the motorway 
regardless of the traffic states (flow group).  
 
Flow Quartiles No VSL VSL=110 No VSL VSL=110 No VSL VSL=110
LQ 2 2 1 1 1 1
Median 3 3 2 2 2 2
UQ 4 4 4 3 4 3
IQR 2 2 3 2 3 2
LQ 2 2 1 1 1 1
Median 2 2 2 2 1 1
UQ 3 4 4 3 3 3
IQR 1 2 3 2 2 2
LQ 1 1 1 1 1
Median 2 2 2 1 1
UQ 3 3 3 3 2
IQR 0 2 2 2 2 1
LQ 1 1 1 1
Median 2 2 1 1
UQ 3 3 2 2
IQR 0 0 2 2 1 1
LQ 1 1 1 1
Median 2 2 1 1
UQ 2 2 2 2
IQR 0 0 1 1 1 1
LQ 1 1 1 1
Median 1 1 1 1
UQ 2 2 2 2
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Overall VSL shows very remarkable insight into the headway distribution of the motorway 
as concluded in the following: 
 VSL does not change the spread of headway distribution of the motorway. There is 
no evidence that VSL reduces or shrinks the headway distribution of the motorway 
compared to the NoVSL scenario.  
 VSL maintains similar mean/median (small-time) headway values (with essentially 
the entire quartiles values) compared to the NoVSL scenario. As the collected 
headways in the database were integer, this contributes to the little difference of the 
mean/median headway values when VSL is deployed.  
 VSL increases the frequency of the mean/median (small-time) headway values in 
the motorway compared to the case of NoVSL. This shows that the median 
headway of the motorway is maintained and there are more vehicles travelling at the 
median or mean headway. In referring to the literature review, this result indicated 
in more disturbances in the motorway. The increase or high number of small time 
average headways indicates that any disturbances at the bottleneck section cannot 
be damped as they propagate upstream, since some drivers in the platoon cannot 
react to the disturbances in time.  
4.4 SPEED AND HEADWAY ANALYSIS 
This section discusses the speed distribution for given headway value for VSL and NoVSL 
scenarios comparison. VSL focuses on the more harmonised traffic flow and high flow 
scenarios. Therefore, low headway values which essentially the mean/median headway value 
of the motorway should be the focus of the analysis. The median/mean headway value of the 
motorway is in the range of 1s and 2s as previously shown in the headway distribution 
analysis.  
If VSL indicate harmonisation of speed in the traffic motorway, there should be less speed 
distribution for a given low headway value.  
The headway data provided in the A7 motorway demonstrate the time value in seconds with 
0 decimal places. This means that headway is calculated to the result of an integer value (no 
decimal place). 
Figures 4.50 to 4.63 show the speed distribution (dist.) for given headway values in 
categorical flow groups for each lane at post kilometres 98. Graphs of the other locations are 
provided in Appendix F. This analysis is used to investigate the general understanding of 
speed and headway correlations. General trend and findings are discussed in this section.   
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Figure 4.50 Shoulder Lane Speed Headway Dist.  Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h pk98s2 (NB) 
 
Figure 4.51 Middle Lane Speed Headway Dist.  Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h pk98s2 (NB) 
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Figure 4.52 Fast Lane Speed Headway Dist.  Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h pk98s2 (NB) 
 
Figure 4.53 Middle Lane Speed Headway Dist.  Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h pk98s2 (NB) 
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Figure 4.54 Fast Lane Speed Headway Dist.  Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h pk98s2 (NB) 
 
Figure 4.55 Middle Lane Speed Headway Dist.  Flow Group >2000 veh/h pk98s2 (NB) 
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Figure 4.56 Fast Lane Speed Headway Dist.  Flow Group >2000 veh/h pk98s2 (NB) 
 
Figure 4.57 Shoulder Lane Speed and Headway Dist.  Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h pk98 (SB) 
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Figure 4.58 Middle Lane Speed and Headway Dist.  Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h pk98 (SB) 
 
Figure 4.59 Fast Lane Speed and Headway Dist.  Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h pk98 (SB) 
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Figure 4.60 Middle Lane Speed and Headway Dist.  Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h pk98 (SB) 
 
Figure 4.61 Fast Lane Speed and Headway Dist.  Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h pk98 (SB) 
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Figure 4.62 Middle Lane Speed and Headway Dist.  Flow Group >2000 veh/h pk98 (SB) 
 
Figure 4.63 Fast Lane Speed and Headway Dist.  Flow Group >2000 veh/h pk98 (SB) 
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In the lower flow group values (1000-1200 veh/h) for both northbound (figures 4.50 to 4.52) 
and southbound (figures 4.57 to 4.59) direction, VSL shows less speed distribution for given 
headway values compared to the NoVSL. The greatest speed distributions are found for the 
given value of 1s and 2s headway. The moderate to high flow group (1600-1800 veh/h) 
shown in figures 4.53 to 4.54 for northbound and figures 4.60 to 4.61 for southbound, shows 
somewhat similar results to the lower flow group category. VSL applications (110 km/h and 
90 km/h) show less speed distribution than the NoVSL of 130 km/h speed limit. There is less 
speed distribution on given headway values observed for the 90 km/h speed limit compared 
to the 110 km/h and 130 km/h speed limits. This means that speed distribution for given 
headways reduces as the speed limit reduce. Headway values of 1s and 2s show the greatest 
speed distribution in comparison to the other headway values.   
In the high flow group of greater than 2000 veh/h (figures 4.55 and 4.56 for northbound and 
figures 4.62 and 4.63), there is a clear difference, compared to the previous flow groups, that 
the application of VSL increases the speed distribution for each headways compared to the 
NoVSL scenario. In both northbound and southbound directions, the VSL application of 110 
km/h shows greater and wider speed distributions, than in the NoVSL scenario. The 
displayed VSL of 90 km/h, however, is showing smaller speed distribution for given 
headway values compared to the NoVSL scenario.  The greatest speed distributions are 
found for the given value of 1s and 2s headway. 
Overall findings of the speed distribution on given headway value graphs show that there are 
several trends that can be identified. Firstly, as the flow group gets larger, there is greater 
speed distribution for the given headway values. There is the tendency that speed distribution 
becomes smaller as the headway values increase. The greatest speed distribution is found for 
the given headway values of 1s and 2s, which are the mean/median value of headway 
distribution of the motorway. Furthermore, as the headway increases, the average speed of 
the distribution becomes faster, meaning that in the headway value of 9s, vehicles are 
travelling faster than the vehicles speed travelling in the lower headway values.  
Figures 4.64 to 4.77 show the speed distribution for headway equal to 1s for categorised 
traffic flows in lane-by-lane format.  Appendix G shows the speed distribution for headway 
equal to 2s for flow group categorisation in each lane. In these graphs, the blue line indicates 
the 130 km/h speed limit; the green line, the 100 km/h; and the red line, the 90 km/h. 
Through plotting the speed distribution of 1s headway value (the median/mean value of 
headway in the motorway as stated in previous section), the speed harmonisation impact can 
be analysed. A reduction of speed distribution (shrinkage) in the VSL application would 
indicate the speed harmonisation effect of VSL. 
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 Figure 4.64 Shoulder Lane of Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1000-1200 
veh/h of pk98s2 (NB) 
 
 Figure 4.65 Middle Lane of Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h 
of pk98s2 (NB) 
 
 Figure 4.66 Fast Lane of Speed Distribution for Headway =  1s Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h of 
pk98s2 (NB)  
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Figure 4.67 Middle Lane of Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h 
of pk98s2 (NB) 
 
 Figure 4.68 Fast Lane of Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h of 
pk98s2 (NB)  
 
 Figure 4.69 Middle Lane of Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group >2000 veh/h of 
pk98s2 (NB) 
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 Figure 4.70 Fast Lane of Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group >2000 veh/h of 
pk98s2 (NB)  
 
 Figure 4.71 Shoulder Lane of Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1000-1200 
veh/h of pk98 (SB)  
 
 Figure 4.72 Middle Lane of Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h 
of pk98 (SB)  
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 Figure 4.73 Fast Lane of Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h of 
pk98 (SB) 
 
Figure 4.74 Middle Lane of Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h 
of pk98 (SB) 
 
Figure 4.75 Fast Lane of Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h of 
pk98 (SB) 
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 Figure 4.76 Middle Lane of Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group >2000 veh/h of 
pk98 (SB) 
 
  Figure 4.77 Fast Lane of Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group >2000 veh/h of 
pk98 (SB) 
In the low flow group of 1000-1200 veh/h for both northbound (figures 4.64 to 4.66) and 
southbound (figures 4.71 to 4.73) direction, there is some indication that the application of 
VSL resulted in narrower speed distribution shown in the shoulder, middle and fast lanes. 
The application of 90 km/h VSL shows the narrowest speed distribution. It is clear in the 
distribution that each speed limit provides a different median speed. The NoVSL scenario 
shows the fastest median speed value, followed by the VSL showings of 110 km/h and 90 
km/h. The 
For both northbound (figures 4.67 and 4.68) and southbound (figures 4.74 and 4.75)  
directions, in the moderate to high flow group of 1600-1800 veh/h, there is some indication 
of shrinkage in the speed distribution for VSL scenarios compared to NoVSL scenario. 
Significantly smaller speed distribution was found in the application of 90 km/h speed limit 
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compared to the 130 km/h and 110 km/h speed limits. In the northbound direction, the 
mean/median speed of 110 km/h VSL is very similar to the NoVSL scenario. Furthermore, 
in the middle lane, the median speed of 110 km/h is actually faster than the NoVSL scenario. 
In the southbound direction, VSL shows less median/mean speed compared to the NoVSL 
scenario. NoVSL scenario shows faster median speed than the VSL scenario by 
approximately 20 km/h.  
In the high flow groups of greater than 2000 veh/h for both northbound (figures 4.69 and 
4.70) and southbound (figures 4.76and 4.77) directions, VSL shows somewhat reduction of 
speed distribution compared to the NoVSL scenario. The middle lane shows clear reduction 
in the speed distribution for both VSL showings of 110 km/h sand 90 km/h, whereas, the 
shrinkage of speed distribution in the fast lane for the 110 km/h speed limit is less obvious. 
In this flow group, the speed limit of 90 km/h shows the narrowest speed distribution 
compared to the other flow groups. In the northbound and southbound directions, VSL 
shows similar mean/median speed for both middle and fast lanes compared to the NoVSL 
scenario. For the fast lane in the northbound direction results, VSL of 110 km/h has actually 
show a 5 km/h faster of median speed than the NoVSL scenario.  
Overall, there is some evidence that VSL shows less speed distribution at the median/mean 
headway of 1s for each lane. The shrinkage of speed distribution is clearly seen at the lower 
(1000-1200 veh/h) and moderate to high (1600-1800 veh/h) flow group values whereas in 
the high flow group (>2000 veh/h), the shrinkage of speed distribution is less obvious. VSL 
showing of 90 km/h shows the greatest reduction in speed distribution, where smaller speed 
distribution is constantly shown throughout the lanes and flow group values.  
4.5 COMPARISON TO POSTED SPEED LIMIT SITE 
The analyses in the previous sections show the impact of VSL on speed variation of within 
and across lanes as well as its effects on headway distribution. In order to validate the 
conclusions derived from the previous chapters, it is important to justify whether such 
impacts were found due to the ordinary reduction of speed limits or as a result of the 
application of VSL. Therefore, the same study was undertaken on a posted speed limit site in 
order to clarify these results.  
Based on the availability of data, sections of the Pacific Motorway of Australia were studied 
to investigate the impacts of various speed limits on speed variation as well as headway 
distribution. The methods and procedures used in processing the Pacific Motorway data are 
the same as those used to process the A7 France data (refer to chapter 3). In this analysis, it 
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needs to be emphasised that the following initial procedures (identical to the A7 motorway) 
are used in the investigation: 
 Only before-breakdown (free-flow) data are used in the analysis 
 Flow groups categorisations are used in the analysis. Five minutes data aggregation 
is used to determine the flow.  
4.5.1 Pacific Motorway Data 
The Pacific Motorway (M3) is a 100 km Australian motorway connecting Brisbane, 
Queensland and Ewingsdale in New South Wales through the New South Wales – 
Queensland border at Tweed Heads. Generally the Pacific Motorway has five mainline lanes 
at its start and end, and mostly three mainline lanes in between. It experiences a volume of 
130,000 vehicles daily.  
The two locations of the Pacific Motorway studied in this research are north of the Gateway 
Motorway merge (speed limit of 100 km/h) and south of the Vulture Street overpass (speed 
limit of 80 km/h). The length of the traffic data is for nine consecutive days, from the 18th 
July 2009 – 27th July 2009. The maps of the study locations shown in figures 4.78 and 4.79 
are derived from Google Map observations.  
 
Figure 4.78 Pacific Motorway Study Site: South of the Vulture Street Overpass 
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Figure 4.79 Pacific Motorway Study Site: North of the Gateway Motorway Merge 
The Pacific Motorway data used details the following individual vehicle information: 
 Time of passage 
 Date (Day/Month/Year)   
 Speed  
 Headway 
4.5.2 Pacific Motorway Study Limitations  
There are limitations raised in the study site due to the availability and location of the data. 
Firstly, it should be acknowledge that the two study sites experience significant geometrical 
differences. The study site south of the Vulture Street overpass is located approximately 2 
km from the Brisbane CBD, which means that within the distance of approximately 2 km 
there are 2 on-ramps and 2 off-ramps in the northbound direction. The ramp traffic flow 
would definitely affect the speed and headway distribution impact of the analysis. On the 
other hand, the study site north of the Gateway Motorway merge has nearly independent 
traffic flow due to the absence of nearby on-ramps.  
Additionally, the study site north of the Gateway Motorway merge shows the use of a transit 
lane, located at the fast lane (most right lane) of the motorway. Transit lanes (T3 lanes) are in 
place to provide improved travel for vehicles carrying multiple occupants (T3 indicates three 
or more passengers). The transit lane can also be used by emergency vehicles. The traffic 
data of this transit lane was not available for the analysis. Therefore, the centre lane in the 
particular site is referred as the fast lane.  
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4.5.3 Initial Data Analysis  
The initial data analysis investigates the general characteristics of the Pacific Motorway. The 
fundamental speed and flow diagram as well as the general speed limit’s compliance is 
discussed.  
Speed Limit Drivers’ Compliance  
This segment discusses the general trends and quantification of drivers’ speed compliance 
towards the displayed speed limits. If drivers are obeying the posted speed limits, the 
following comparison reflects the impact of posted speed limit to the traffic states.  
Figures 4.80 and 4.81 show the cumulative speed distribution (for all lanes combined) of 
Pacific motorway data for both 100 km/h speed limit area and 80 km/h speed limit area 
regardless of the traffic states (no flow group categorisation is used in the cumulative speed 
distribution chart).  
 
Figure 4.80 Cumulative Speed Distribution of 100 km/h Speed Limit Location 
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Figure 4.81 Cumulative Speed Distribution of 80 km/h Speed Limit Location 
The cumulative speed distribution of the Pacific motorway shows similar trend of speed limit 
compliance analysis shown in the A7 motorway. The graph shows that there is less 
compliance towards the speed limit as the speed is reduced. For 100 km/h speed limit, it can 
be seen that approximately 70% vehicles are travelling at or below the designated speed 
limit. This number is slight less in the 80 km/h area where approximately 65% of vehicles 
are complying with the speed limit.  
Furthermore, a slight difference in speed deviation results between the VSL and NoVSL site. 
In the cumulative speed distribution graphs shows the speed deviation values of the graph. In 
this regard, there is slight increase (0.1 km/h) in the speed deviation for lowering speed limit 
for the NoVSL study site (Pacific motorway). In the VSL site (A7 motorway), however, 
there is an approximately 10km/h reduction in speed deviation as the speed limit is lowered 
Figure 4.82 and 4.83 show the distribution of speed differentials between the travelling 
vehicles and the speed limit. The graph was made for the entire 9 days of the data and 
separated lane by lane. The centre lane was not included in the data as the comparison of 
both speed limits is not available. The blue line in the graph shows the speed limit of 100 
km/h while the green line shows the speed limit of 80 km/h.  
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Figure 4.82 Left Lane Speed-Speed Limit 
 
Figure 4.83 Right Lane Speed-Speed Limit 
In general, there are no severe speeding problems found in the pacific motorway data. This is 
shown as there are approximately less than 5% of vehicles that are travelling at or faster than 
20 km/h of the speed limit. A different trend of speed profiles was found between the left 
lane and the right lane. In the left lane it can be seen that in the 100 km/h are, approximately 
65% of vehicles are travelling 10 km/h lower than the speed limit. In the 80 km, only 40% 
vehicles are travelling 10 km/h lower than the speed limit (which is 20% difference between 
the left lane and right lane).  
In the right lane, however, the number of vehicles travelling 10 km/h lower than the speed 
limit reduced greatly in the 100 km/h area. In this location, only 30% of vehicles are 
travelling at the category. This number is 20% less in comparison to 80 km/h area. 
Moreover, approximately 35% of vehicles are travelling higher than the speed limit. This 
number is  
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Speed-Flow Fundamental Diagram 
This section discuss the speed and flow fundamental curve of the motorway/ This is essential 
in gaining the knowledge of the speed at which the maximum flow occurs as well as 
determining the free-flow and congested regions on the speed-flow curve of the motorway.  
The following graphs (figures 4.84 to 4.88) show speed and flow curves of the entire eligible 
weekday data for the study site south of  the Vulture Street overpass (speed limit of 80 km/h) 
and for the 100 km/h speed limit study site north of the Gateway Motorway merge.  
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Figure 4.85 Speed-Flow Curve for Right Lane Study Site North of Gateway Merge (NB) 
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The speed and flow graphs in the motorway can be separated into two categories, which are 
the before-breakdown area (the upper part of the curve) and the after-breakdown area (the 
bottom part of the curve). Therefore, through using a speed threshold on the speed and flow 
graph, the two regions may well be parted. In the same manner as the VSL data analysis, this 
study focuses on the before-breakdown region of the speed-flow curves.  
The speed-flow fundamental diagrams of the Pacific Motorway data shows different trends 
between the two locations of the study site. Firstly, it can be seen that there are more 
breakdown points in the study site of an 80 km/h posted speed limit in comparison to the 
study site of a 100 km/h posted speed limit. Furthermore, in general, the nine consecutive 
days of Pacific Motorway data have experienced more breakdown points than the entire 38 
weekdays of the A7 France data.  
From the Pacific Motorway data it can be concluded that the study site south of the Vulture 
Street overpass (speed limit of 80 km/h) shows that approximately 75 km/h is the speed 
which corresponds to the maximum flow before the onset of congestion. The study site north 
of the Gateway Motorway merges (speed limit of 100 km/h) shows approximately 95 km/h 
to be the maximum flow prior to breakdown situations. 
In the left lane of the 80 km/h speed limit study site, it can be seen that the before-breakdown 
flow does not reach more than 1600 veh/h. This would limit in the further analysis of speed 
and headways as the maximum investigation of the left lane would be limited to the flow 
group of 1400-1600 veh/h. 
Moreover, there is a clear difference of maximum flow prior to breakdown between the 80 
km/h study site and the 100 km/h study site. In the study site with the 80 km/h speed limit, it 
can be seen that flow never reaches to 2000 veh/h. Therefore, as previously seen in the VSL 
data analysis, the high flow group categories of greater than 2000 veh/h are not compared in 
the posted speed limit site analysis.  
4.5.4 Speed Harmonisation Analysis 
In this investigation, the analysis is in two parts, the speed differentials across lanes and the 
speed differentials within lanes. The analytical results are then compared to the results of the 
VSL observation shown in the A7 motorway results. For the speed harmonisation analysis, 
the correlations of speed limits on speed differentials within and across lanes are discussed.  
The following graphs (figures 4.89 to 4.93) show the boxplot of speed for each lane in 
categorised flow group for before-breakdown condition for both northbound and southbound 
directions (SL=speed limit).   
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Figure 4.89 Speed Variation Flow Group 1000-1200 Pacific Motorway Data (Northbound) 
 
Figure 4.90 Speed Variation Flow Group 1200-1400 Pacific Motorway Data (Northbound) 
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Figure 4.91 Speed Variation Flow Group 1400-1600 Pacific Motorway Data (Northbound) 
 
 
Figure 4.92 Speed Variation Flow Group 1600-1800 Pacific Motorway Data (Northbound) 
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Figure 4.93 Speed Variation Flow Group 1800-2000 Pacific Motorway Data (Northbound) 
 
Figure 4.94 Speed Variation Flow Group >2000 Study Site North of Gateway Motorway Merge 
(NB) 
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Based on the variation of speed graphs, expected tendencies are identified where the vehicle 
speeds increase as the lane gets faster. This means that the speed travelling in the fast lanes is 
faster than those in the centre and left lanes. Generally, the vehicle speed is decreasing as the 
flow group categories increase. Further trends were observed where the speed variation 
within lanes increases as the flow group increases; the speed differentials are also increasing 
as the flow group rises.  
In the lower flow groups (1000-1200 veh/ and 1200-1400 veh/h), the speed variation within 
lane is increasing as the speed limit is reduced. There is clear evidence that the speed 
distribution of the left lane in the speed limit of 100 km/h shows smaller spread than the 80 
km/h speed limit. A similar trend was found in the right lane of the motorway, although the 
reduction in speed spread was slightly less significant between the 100 km/h speed limit and 
the 80 km/h speed limit. The higher speed limit of 100 km/h shows greater speed 
differentials between adjacent lanes than found in the lower speed limit of 80 km/h.  
In the moderate to high flow group categories of 1400-1600 veh/h and 1600-1800 veh/h, 
there is clear indication of reduced speed variations in the right lane in the posted speed limit 
of 100 km/h in comparison to 80 km/h speed limit. Mixed results were found in the left lane 
of the motorway. The flow group of 1400-1600 veh/h shows speed variation of the left lane 
is increased as the speed limit reduces, while in the flow group of 1600-1800 veh/h shows a 
slight decrease in the speed spread of the left lane as the speed limit is lowered. The higher 
speed limit of 100 km/h has shown that there are larger speed differentials between adjacent 
lanes compared the lower speed limit of 80 km/h.  
For the high flow group values in the region of 1800-2000 veh/h, the left lane is 
incomparable in the analysis due to the lack of data shown for the speed limit of 80 km /h in 
the flow group. In the speed spread of the right lane, it can be seen that the lower speed limit 
of 80 km/h is slightly greater than the posted speed limit of 100 km/h. In the investigation of 
the speed differentials for adjacent lanes, those the speed differentials between the centre and 
right lane for the 80 km/h posted speed limit are more harmonised than the speed 
differentials of the left and right lane in the posted speed limit of 100 km/h. 
In the high flow group of 2000 veh/h, the study site in south of vulture street overpass (80 
km/h speed limit) does not reach the flow of more than 2000 veh/h. Therefore, only the 100 
km/h speed limit is analysed in the flow group. Although, speed variation within and across 
lanes could not be correlated to the change in speed limits, the graph shows that the left lane 
shows less speed variation to the right lane and the speed difference between the left and 
right lanes are considerable.  
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Table 4.7 shows the quartile range calculations in quantifying the comparison of speed 
variation within lanes. The lower quartile (LQ), median, upper quartile (UQ) and inter-
quartile range (IQR) are calculated: the lower the inter-quartile range indicates the less speed 
variation within lanes.  
 
Table 4.7 Speed (km/h) Quartile Range of Pacific Motorway Data (Northbound) 
In general, the interquartile range values clearly show that there is an average increase of 2 
km/h to 5 km/h in speed variation in each lane as the speed limit differs between 100 km/h 
and 80 km/h. Furthermore, there is a distinct trend for the speed variation of each lane is 
decreases as the flow group increases.  
In the lower flow groups (1000-1200 veh/h and 1200-1400 veh/h), for the left lane, there is 
an average increase of 3 km/h of speed variation in the speed limit showing of 80 km/h, 
compared to the 100 km/h speed limit. For the right lane, the speed variation is a reduction of 
approximately 4 km/h for the 100 km/h speed limit showings compared to those for 80 km/h.  
Flow Quartiles
LQ 89.3 66.9 71.3 98.9 75.1
Median 93.5 72.1 74.9 102.1 79.4
UQ 97.2 77.0 78.4 105.5 83.6
IQR 7.9 10.1 7.1 6.6 8.5
LQ 89.0 65.2 71.1 98.2 70.2
Median 93.0 70.1 74.5 101.4 76.7
UQ 96.7 74.9 77.9 104.6 81.6
IQR 7.7 9.7 6.8 6.4 11.4
LQ 87.8 62.3 69.4 97.5 72.6
Median 91.8 67.4 73.3 100.6 77.7
UQ 95.7 72.4 76.9 103.8 82.0
IQR 7.9 10.1 7.5 6.3 9.4
LQ 81.4 66.6 96.3 71.8
Median 85.9 71.0 99.6 76.1
UQ 90.6 75.0 102.9 80.0
IQR 9.2 8.4 6.6 8.2
LQ 80.4 62.6 95.6 67.0
Median 84.5 67.1 99.2 71.3
UQ 88.8 71.6 102.7 75.6
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In the moderate to high flow group categories of 1400-1600 veh/h and 1600-1800 veh/h, the 
tendency for less speed variation of each lane for the higher speed limit is still observed. 
There is approximately 2 km/h less speed variation in the 100 km/h speed limit for the left 
lane along with roughly 3 km/h less speed variation in the 100 km/h showings compared to 
the 80 km/h speed limit for the right lane.  
For the high flow group values in the region of 1800-2000 veh/h, there is roughly 1.5 km/h 
greater speed variation in the showings of 80 km/h than found in the speed limit of 100 
km/h.  
Based on the observations of speed variation in each lane, it is clearly evident that the study 
site of 80 km/h speed limit shows greater speed variation than found in the 100 km/h speed 
limit. Such a trend might be due to the geometrical conditions of the speed limit of 80 km/h. 
The four ramps located nearby to the study site, would introduce be more lane changing 
behaviour in the study site. This would produce more disturbances in the site, causing speed 
to have greater fluctuations..   
Table 4.8 shows the calculation of median speed difference to quantify the comparison of 
speed differentials across lanes. The median speed difference between the right lane and 
centre or left lane and median speed difference between the middle lanes as shoulder lane is 
calculated. 
 
Table 4.8 Median Speed Differentials between Lanes of Pacific Motorway Data (Northbound) 
In the results of the median speed difference, it can be seen that the location of the 100 km/h 
speed limit shows greater speed differentials between the right and left lanes than the speed 
differential between the right lane and the centre lane in the speed limit showing of 80 km/h. 
Furthermore, there is the trend for speed differentials between lanes increase as the flow 
group increases, as seen on the 100 km/h speed limit. In the 80 km/h speed limit, on the other 
hand, there is no clear trend on the speed difference of the lanes in respect to the flow group.  
RL‐LL RL‐CL
100km/h 80km/h 100km/h 80km/h
1000‐1200 ‐ 2.8 8.6 4.5
1200‐1400 ‐ 4.4 8.4 2.2
1400‐1600 ‐ 5.9 8.8 4.35
1600‐1800 ‐ ‐ 13.7 5.1
1800‐2000 ‐ ‐ 14.7 4.2
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The speed limit of 100 km/h shows approximately 5 km/h higher speed differentials between 
the adjacent lanes for the low categories flow group of 1000-1200 veh/h and 1200-1400 
veh/h.  
In the moderate to high flow group categories of 1400-1600 veh/h and 1600-1800 veh/h, 
there is a region of a 4 km/h to 8 km/h increase in the speed differentials between lanes 
through the speed limit showing of 100 km/h, compared to that 80 km/h. For the high flow 
periods of 1800-2000 veh/h, there are 10 km/h greater speed differentials between lanes for 
the 100 km/h area than for the 80 km/h area.  
Based on the discussed analysis of the posted speed limit results, it is clearly evident that the 
posted speed limit results contrast greatly to the VSL results. The difference is shown in 
table 4.9.  
Variable Speed Limit Results Posted Speed Limit Results 
 Speed variation within lane is 
decreasing as speed limits is 
reduced 
 Speed variation within lane is 
increasing as speed limits is 
reduced 
 Speed differentials between lanes 
are increased as VSL is activated 
 
 Speed differentials between lanes 
are less in the region of lower 
speed limit (80 km/h) compared to 
the higher speed limit (100 km/h). 
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4.5.5 Headway Distribution Analysis  
In this section, the headway distribution of both speed limits (100 km/h and 80 km/h) are 
compared and analysed. The analytical results are then compared to the results of the VSL 
observation shown in the previous sections. In this analysis headway distributions are 
analysed to find the correlation of speed limits to the median/mean headway values as well 
as the spread of headway distribution. For example, when speed limits lowered, the change 
(if any) of median headway value and the spread of the distribution is discussed.  
Figures 4.94 to 4.101 show the lane-by-lane headway distribution in the flow group 
categories for the Pacific Motorway data (SL= speed limit). 
 
Figure 4.95 Left Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h of Pacific Motorway 
Data (Northbound) 
 
Figure 4.96 Right Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h of Pacific 
Motorway Data (Northbound) 
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Figure 4.97 Left Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h of Pacific Motorway 
Data (Northbound) 
 
Figure 4.98 Right Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h of Pacific 
Motorway Data (Northbound) 
Figure 4.99 Left Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1400-1600 veh/h of Pacific Motorway 
Data (Northbound) 
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Figure 4.100 Right Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1400-1600 veh/h of Pacific 
Motorway Data (Northbound) 
  
Figure 4.101 Right Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h of Pacific 
Motorway Data (Northbound) 
 
Figure 4.102 Right Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1800-2000 veh/h of Pacific 
Motorway Data (Northbound)  
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The headway distribution shows that in the low flow group values of 1000-1200 veh and 
1200-1400 veh/h, there are very different results in the left lane and right lane headway 
distributions. In the left lane comparisons, it can be seen that there is very similar headway 
distribution and median headway value between the speed limits of 100 km/h and 80 km/h. 
On the other hand, for the speed limit of 80 km/h, there is an increase in median speed 
headway compared to that of the speed limit of 100 km/h. Furthermore, there is wider 
headway distribution in the speed limit showings of 80 km/h than found in the 100 km/h 
speed limit.  
In the moderate to high flow values (flow group of 1400-1600 veh/h and 1600-1800 veh/h), 
there is a very similar headway distribution for the speed limit of 100 km/h and the 80 km/h 
in the left lane. In addition, there is a slight indication that the frequency of the median 
headway is higher in the displayed speed limit of 80 km/h. For the right lane headway 
distribution it can be seen that the median headway for the speed limit of 80 km/h is slightly 
greater than for the speed limit of 100 km/h. Furthermore, there is clearly greater frequency 
of the median headway in the speed limit of 80 km/h, by approximately 3% than that in the 
100 km/h speed limit.  
For the high flow group categories of 1800-2000 veh/h, the median speed for the 80 km/h 
speed limit has shown a higher value than for the 100 km/h speed limit. Additionally, there is 
a positive indication that approximately 10% of the greater frequency of the median headway 
is shown in the 80 km/h speed limit.   
Table 4.10 shows the calculation of quartile range calculations for the headway distribution, 
including the lower quartile (LQ), median, upper quartile (UQ) and inter-quartile range 
(IQR=UQ-LQ) is calculated. The headway data provided in the Pacific Motorway data 
demonstrate the time value in seconds to one decimal place. Therefore, the results shown in 
the calculation are shown to one decimal place, which differs from to the A7 France data.  
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Table 4.10 Headway (s) Quartile Range of Pacific Motorway Data (Northbound) 
The calculations of quartile ranges shown in table 4.10 have shown similar upper-quartile, 
median, lower-quartile and the inter-quartile ranges of the speed limits of 100 km/h and 80 
km/h, irrespective of the flow group categorisation. If the headway quartile results are 
rounded to the nearest integer, it can be seen that headway quartiles values are exactly 
identical for both speed limits (100 km/h and 80 km /h).  
This further supports the previously discussed findings that the headway distribution of both 
speed limit scenarios is extremely similar and the mean/median headway difference for the 
three speed limits is minimal.  
Based on the analysis of the posted speed limit results, it is clearly evident that the posted 
speed limit results are different to the VSL results. The difference is shown in table 4.11  
 
Flow Quartiles
LQ 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.3
Median 2.3 2.3 2.3 1.8 2.0
UQ 4.2 4.1 4.0 4.2 4.1
IQR 2.8 2.6 2.5 3.2 2.8
LQ 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.0 1.2
Median 2.1 2.0 2.0 1.6 1.8
UQ 3.5 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.3
IQR 2.2 2.0 2.1 2.4 2.1
LQ 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.0 1.1
Median 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.5 1.6
UQ 3.0 2.8 2.9 2.8 2.6
IQR 1.7 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.5
LQ 1.2 1.2 1.0 1.1
Median 1.7 1.7 1.4 1.5
UQ 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.3
IQR 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.2
LQ 1.2 1.2 0.9 1.2
Median 1.6 1.6 1.3 1.5
UQ 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.1
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Variable Speed Limit Results Posted Speed Limit Results 
 There is no evidence that VSL 
reduces or shrinks the headway 
distribution of the motorway 
compared to the  NoVSL scenario 
 There is no evidence that lowering 
the speed limit  reduces or shrinks 
the headway distribution of the 
motorway  
 VSL maintains identical 
mean/median headway values 
(which essentially the entire 
quartiles values) in comparison to 
NoVSL scenario.  
 There is no effect on the 
mean/median headway or quartile 
values when the speed limit is 
reduced.  
 
 VSL increases the frequency of the 
mean/median headway values in the 
motorway in contrast to the case of 
NoVSL 
 Lowering the speed limit does not 
increase the frequency of the 
mean/median headway values in the 
motorway  
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4.5.6 Speed and Headway Analysis 
This section investigates the speed distribution for given headway value of the Pacific 
motorway data.  The results from this section are then compared to the findings of the VSL 
observation shown in the previous sections.  
Based on the Pacific motorway headway distribution, it is observed that the median/mean 
headway value of the motorway is in the region of 1s and 2s. The speed distribution for the 
median headway value will be plotted in the analysis. Speed distributions are analysed to 
find the correlation of speed limits to the spread of speed distribution.  
Figures 4.103 to 4.110 show the speed distribution for given headway values in categorical 
flow groups for each lane in the northbound directions. This analysis is used to investigate 
the general understanding of speed and headway correlations. General trend and findings are 
discussed in this section.  In the Pacific motorway data, left lane of the 80 km/h speed limit 
area did not reach of flows more than 1600 veh/h. Therefore, for the analysis of flow groups 
more than 1600 veh/h, only the fast lanes could be used in the study.  
 
Figure 4.103 Left Lane Speed and Headway Dist. Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (NB) 
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Figure 4.104 Right Lane Speed and Headway Dist. Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (NB) 
 
Figure 4.105 Left Lane Speed and Headway Dist. Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h (NB) 
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Figure 4.106 Right Lane Speed and Headway Dist. Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h (NB) 
 
Figure 4.107 Left Lane Speed and Headway Dist. Flow Group 1400-1600 veh/h (NB) 
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Figure 4.108 Right Lane Speed and Headway Dist. Flow Group 1400-1600 veh/h (NB) 
 
 
Figure 4.109 Right Lane Speed and Headway Dist. Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h (NB) 
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Figure 4.110 Right Lane Speed and Headway Dist. Flow Group 1800-2000 veh/h (NB) 
In the lower flow group values 1000-1200 veh/h (figures 4.103 and 4.104) and 1200-1400 
veh/h (figures 4.105 and 4.106) for both left and right lanes, there is no clear indication that 
the speed distribution is less for the 80 km/h speed limit than the 100 km/h speed limit. For 
the left lane in the flow group of 1200-1400 veh/h (see figure 4.105), there is slight 
indication that speed distribution is less for the 80 km/h speed limit than the 100 km/h speed 
limit. This finding was not found in the other cases of low group values.  A trend is shown in 
these graphs, where the speed distribution decreases as the headway values increase. For 
both flow groups, it can be seen that the speed distribution for the speed limit of 80 km/h is 
slower by approximately 20 km/h than the speed limit of 100 km/h. The greatest speed 
distributions are found in the low headway values of 0s, 1s and 2s.   
For the moderate to high flow groups of 1400-1600 veh//h (figures 4.107 and 4.108) and 
1600-1800 veh/h (figure 4.108), shows similar findings to those found in the lower group 
values. Firstly, there is no clear evidence that lower speed limit resulted in the narrower 
spread of speed distribution. Also, the speed distribution gets narrower as the headway value 
increases. The wider speed distribution can be found in the lower headway values of 0s to 2s. 
In the moderate to high flow groups, the occurrences of high headways (>10s) are less than 
the low flow groups. There is approximately 20 km/h faster of speed distribution shown in 
the 100 km/h speed limit compared to the 80 km/h speed limit.  
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In the high flow group of 1800-2000 veh/h, shown in figure 4.110, there are less occurrences 
in the very high (>10s) compared to the other flow groups. Smaller speed distributions are 
found as the headway values increases. The most varied speed distribution is found in the 
low headway values of 0s, 1s and 2s. There is approximately a 30 to 40 km/h difference of 
speed distribution between the 100 km/h speed limit and 80 km/h speed limit, where the 
lower speed limit shows slower speed distribution.  
Overall findings of the speed distribution on given headway value graphs show that there are 
several trends that can be identified. Firstly, as the flow group gets larger, there are fewer 
occurrences of high headway values. Secondly, there is the tendency that speed distribution 
becomes smaller as the headway values increase. The greatest speed distribution is found in 
the low headway values in the region of 0s, 1s and 2s. These values, based on headway 
distribution graphs shown in the previous section, are the region of the mean/median 
headways of the motorway. Lastly, the speed distribution for given headway values are 
slower by approximately 20 km/h in the 80 km/h speed limit compared to the 100 km/h 
speed limit.  
Through plotting the speed distribution of 1s headway value (the median/mean value of 
headway in the motorway as stated in previous section), the correlation of speed limit and 
the speed distribution can be analysed.  
Figures 4.111 to 4.118 show the speed distribution for headway equal to 1s for categorised 
traffic flows in lane-by-lane format.  Appendix H shows the speed distribution for headway 
equal to 2s for flow group categorisation in each lane. In these graphs, the blue line indicates 
the 100 km/h speed limit and the green line shows the 80 km/h speed limit. 
 
Figure 4.111 Left Lane Speed Distribution for Headway=1s Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (NB) 
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Figure 4.112 Right Lane Speed Distribution for Headway=1s Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (NB) 
 
Figure 4.113 Left Lane Speed Distribution for Headway=1s Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h (NB) 
Figure 4.114 Right Lane Speed Distribution for Headway=1s Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h (NB) 
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Figure 4.116 Right Lane Speed Distribution for Headway=1s Flow Group 1400-1600 veh/h (NB) 
 
Figure 4.117 Right Lane Speed Distribution for Headway=1s Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h (NB) 
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Figure 4.118 Right Lane Speed Distribution for Headway=1s Flow Group 1800-2000 veh/h (NB) 
In the low flow groups of 1000-1200 veh/h (figures 4.111 and 4.112) and 1200-1400 veh/h 
(figures 4.113 and 4.114), there are approximately 20 km/h difference of median speed 
between the 80 km/h and 100 km/h speed limits. The speed limit of 100 km/h speed limit 
shows faster median speed than the 80 km/h speed limit. There is no clear evidence that there 
is less speed distribution in the lower speed limit of 80 km/h speed limit compared to the 100 
km/h speed limit. Also, there is greater frequency of vehicles travelling in the median speed 
for the speed limit of 100 km/h compared to the 80 km/h speed limit, which might indicate a 
narrower speed distribution.  
The moderate of flow groups of 1400-1600 veh/h and 1600-1800 veh/h (see figures 4.115 to 
4.116 and figure 4.117, respectively), the speed limit of 100 km/h shows roughly 20 km/h 
faster of median speed than the speed limit of 80 km/h. For both lanes in the flow group of 
1400-1600 veh/h, there is no clear evidence that the 80 km/h speed limit shows narrower 
distribution than the 100 km/h speed limit. In the flow group of 1600-1800 veh/h, there is 
slight indication that the lower speed limit shows less variant speed distribution.  
For the high flow group of 1800-2000 veh/h, shown in figure 4.118, both speed limits shows 
similar spread of speed distribution. For the speed limit of 80 km/h, however, there is greater 
tail in the speed distribution for the high speed region. Similar to the lower flow groups, the 
speed limit of 100 km/h shows approximately 20 km/h faster median speed compared to the 
80 km/h speed limit.  
Overall, there is no clear indication that lowering speed limit resulted in narrower speed 
distribution regardless of the flow groups. Also, the mean/median speed distribution for the 
given headway value shows that the 100 km/h speed limit is approximately 20 km/h faster 
than the speed limit of 80 km/h.  
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Based on the discussed analysis of the posted speed limit results, there are few differences in 
the findings of the VSL data and PSL data. The difference is shown in table 4.12.  
Variable Speed Limit Results Posted Speed Limit Results 
 VSL shows less speed 
distribution at the median 
headway value compared to the 
NoVSL scenario.  
 There is no clear evidence that, 
through lowering the speed limit, 
the speed distribution at the 
median headway value is 
narrowed.  
 VSL shows similar median/mean 
speed for the given headway 
value compared to the NoVSL 
scenario, as the flow group 
increase 
 Clear difference in median/mean 
speed for the given headway value 
is found between the 80 km/h and 
100 km/h speed limits, 
irrespective to the flow groups. 
The 80 km/h speed limit shows 
lower median value compared to 
the 100 km/h speed limit.  
Table 4.12 VSL and Posted Speed Limit Results Difference 
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5Chapter 5 Conclusions 
The speed harmonisation effects and uniform headway distribution is crucial in the success 
of variable speed limit to achieve the purpose of enhancing the motorway capacity. VSL 
harmonisation strategy aims at increasing throughput of the motorway through achieving a 
more stable traffic flow. The realisation of stable traffic flow is governed based on two 
properties of motorway speed and headway. There must be low speed variation of each lane 
and between lanes as well as uniform headway distribution in the motorway, to prevent lane 
changing behaviour which leads traffic disturbances.  
Firstly, in most of the cases for both VSL data and PSL data, it can be concluded that similar 
results trend was found regardless of the flow group categorisation.  Flow group 
categorisation was used to differentiate the impact of VSL on various traffic states on the 
motorway. There are three traffic states discussed in the analysis; low flow, moderate to high 
flow and high flow periods. Speed and headway results show similar outcomes for all three 
periods.  
The analyses have shown that the application of VSL reduced the speed variation within lane 
in comparison to NoVSL. These results were evident for the entire shoulder, middle and fast 
lanes. Such outcome was not found in the PSL location, where there are greater variations of 
speed in the lane for the higher speed limit compared to the lower speed limit.  
VSL, however, have evidently have increased the speed differentials between lanes of the 
motorway compared to NoVSL scenario. According to the PSL data results, the lower speed 
limits indicate a more harmonised speed across lanes in contrast to the higher speed limit 
locations. Such findings contradict to the suggested effects shown in the literature review, 
where speed differentials between lanes are reduced in the application of VSL.   
The application of VSL does not implicate a more uniform headway distribution compared 
to NoVSL scenario. Similar finding was found in the PSL data, where lower speed limit does 
not implicate a more uniform headway distribution compared to the higher speed limit. VSL 
have shown similar mean/median headway values (which essentially the entire quartiles 
values) in comparison to NoVSL scenario. Furthermore, VSL increases the frequency of 
vehicles travelling at the mean/median (small-time) headway values in the motorway in 
contrast to the case of NoVSL. In the PSL data, the headway distribution results have shown 
that, there is no effect on the mean/median headway or quartile values when the speed limit 
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is reduced. Furthermore, lowering the speed limit does not increase the frequency of vehicles 
travelling at the mean/median (small-time) headway values in the motorway.  
The results of headway distribution analysis differs greatly to those found in the literature 
review where there are evidences that VSL could lead to more uniform headway distribution 
as well as reducing the frequency of small time headway on the motorway. This might show 
that VSL results indicated in more disturbances for the motorway.  This is shown by the 
increase of small time average headways, which could mean that any disturbances at the 
bottleneck section cannot be restrained as they propagate upstream, as some drivers in the 
platoon cannot react to the disturbances in time.  
Further investigation of VSL impact on speed harmonisation were done through the analysis 
of speed distribution for a given headway value. In this research, the speed distributions of 
vehicles travelling at the median/mean headway (1s) on the A7 motorway were plotted. The 
result shows that there is some evidence of VSL reducing speed distribution at the 
median/mean headway in the motorway for each lane. This means that at the median 
headway of the motorway (1s), there is less speed variation within lane due to the application 
of VSL. The shrinkage of speed distribution is noticeably seen at the lower (1000-1200 
veh/h) and moderate to high (1600-1800 veh/h) flow group values whereas in the high flow 
group (>2000 veh/h), the shrinkage of speed distribution is less obvious. In the PSL data 
analysis of speed distribution for the median headway value, there is no clear evidence that 
speed distribution is narrower for the 80 km/h speed limit compared to the 100 km/h speed 
limit. Also, roughly 20 km/h median speed difference of the distribution is found between 
the 80 km/h speed limit and the 100 km/h speed limit.   
The findings shown in the study implicate that VSL reduces the speed variation within lane, 
whilst, increasing the speed differentials between lanes. The application of VSL does not 
indicate a more uniform headway distribution and slightly increase the frequency of small-
time headway in the motorway. VSL reduces each lane’s speed distribution for vehicles 
travelling at the median/mean headway value.  
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Cumulative Speed Distribution 
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Location: pk113 (Southbound) 
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Appendix B: Vehicle Speed – Speed Limit  
Location: pk113s2 (Northbound) 
 
Shoulder Lane Speed-Speed Limit (pk113s2) 
 
 
Middle Lane Speed-Speed Limit (pk113s2) 
 
 
Fast Lane Speed-Speed Limit (pk113s2) 
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Location: pk113 (Southbound) 
 
Shoulder Lane Speed-Speed Limit (pk113) 
 
 
Middle Lane Speed-Speed Limit (pk113) 
 
 
Fast Lane Speed-Speed Limit (pk113) 
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 Appendix C: Speed-Flow Diagram  
Location: pk113s2 (Northbound) 
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Location: pk113 (Southbound)  
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Appendix D: Speed Variation Boxplots 
Location: pk98s2 for the other flow groups not included in the text (Northbound)  
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Location: pk113s2 (Northbound)  
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Location: pk113 (Southbound)  
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Appendix E: Headway Distribution  
Location: pk98s2 for the other flow groups not included in the text (Northbound)  
 
Shoulder Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (pk98s2) 
 
Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (pk98s2) 
 
Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (pk98s2) 
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Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1400-1600 veh/h (pk98s2) 
 
Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1400-1600 veh/h (pk98s2) 
 
Location: pk98 for the other flow groups not included in the text (Southbound)  
 
Shoulder Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (pk98) 
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Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (pk98)
 
Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (pk98) 
 
Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1400-1600 veh/h (pk98s2) 
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Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1400-1600 veh/h (pk98s2) 
 
Location: pk113s2 (Northbound)  
 
Shoulder Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (pk113s2) 
Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (pk113s2) 
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Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (pk113s2) 
 
Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h (pk113s2) 
 
Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h (pk113s2) 
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Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1400-1600 veh/h (pk113s2)
 
Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1400-1600 veh/h (pk113s2)
 
Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h (pk113s2)
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Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h (pk113s2) 
 
Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1800-2000 veh/h (pk113s2)
 
Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1800-2000 veh/h (pk113s2) 
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Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group >2000 veh/h (pk113s2) 
 
Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group >2000 veh/h (pk113s2) 
 
Location: pk113 (Southbound)  
 
Shoulder Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (pk113) 
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Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (pk113)
 
Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (pk113) 
 
Shoulder Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h (pk113) 
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Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h (pk113)
 
Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h (pk113)
 
Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1400-1600 veh/h (pk113) 
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Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1400-1600 veh/h (pk113)
 
Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h (pk113) 
 
Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h (pk113) 
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Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1800-2000 veh/h (pk113)
 
Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group 1800-2000 veh/h (pk113)
 
Middle Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group >2000 veh/h (pk113) 
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Fast Lane Headway Distribution Flow Group >2000 veh/h (pk113) 
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Appendix F: Speed and Headway Scatterplots 
Location: pk98s2 for the other flow groups not included in the text (Northbound)  
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Location: pk98 for the other flow groups not included in the text (Southbound)  
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Location: pk113s2 (Northbound)  
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Location: pk113 (Southbound)  
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Appendix G: Speed Distribution of Given Headway (A7 Motorway) 
Location: pk98s2 for Headway = 1s for the other flow groups not included in the text 
(Northbound)  
 
Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1200-1400veh/h (pk98s2) 
 
Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1200-1400veh/h (pk98s2) 
 
Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1800-2000veh/h (pk98s2) 
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Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1800-2000veh/h (pk98s2) 
 
Location: pk98 for Headway = 1s for the other flow groups not included in the text 
(Southbound)  
 
Shoulder Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1200-1400veh/h (pk98) 
 
Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1200-1400veh/h (pk98) 
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Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1200-1400veh/h (pk98) 
 
Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1400-1600veh/h (pk98) 
Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1400-1600veh/h (pk98) 
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Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1800-2000veh/h (pk98) 
 
Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 1s Flow Group 1800-2000veh/h (pk98) 
 
Location: pk98s2 for Headway = 2s (Northbound)  
 
Shoulder Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1000-1200veh/h (pk98s2) 
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Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1000-1200veh/h (pk98s2) 
 
Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1000-1200veh/h (pk98s2)
 
Shoulder Lane  Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1200-1400veh/h (pk98s2) 
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Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1200-1400veh/h (pk98s2)  
 
Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1200-1400veh/h (pk98s2)  
 
Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1400-1600veh/h (pk98s2)  
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Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1400-1600veh/h (pk98s2)
 
Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1600-1800veh/h (pk98s2) 
 
Fast Lane  Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1600-1800veh/h (pk98s2) 
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Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1800-2000veh/h (pk98s2) 
 
Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1800-2000veh/h (pk98s2) 
 
Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group >2000veh/h (pk98s2) 
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Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group >2000veh/h (pk98s2) 
 
Location: pk98 for Headway = 2s (Southbound)  
 
Shoulder Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1000-1200veh/h (pk98) 
 
 
Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1000-1200veh/h (pk98) 
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Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1000-1200veh/h (pk98) 
 
 
Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1200-1400veh/h (pk98) 
 
Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1200-1400veh/h (pk98)  
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Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1400-1600veh/h (pk98)  
 
Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1400-1600veh/h (pk98)   
 
Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1600-1800veh/h (pk98)   
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Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1600-1800veh/h (pk98) 
    
Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1800-2000veh/h (pk98)    
 
Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1800-2000veh/h (pk98)    
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Middle Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group >2000veh/h (pk98)    
 
Fast Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group >2000veh/h (pk98)    
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Appendix H: Speed Distribution of Headway=2s (Pacific Motorway) 
 
Left Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (NB)    
 
Right Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1000-1200 veh/h (NB)   
 
Left Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h (NB)    
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Right Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1200-1400 veh/h (NB)    
 
 
Left Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1400-1600 veh/h (NB)    
Right Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1400-1600 veh/h (NB) 
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Right Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1600-1800 veh/h (NB)    
Right Lane Speed Distribution for Headway = 2s Flow Group 1800-2000 veh/h (NB) 
 
 
 
 
 
